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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This study was designed to provide a description of the 
actual note·taking practices ot students within a represen-
tative tertiary education institution. Despi te the fact 
that such establishments rely heavily upon the lecture as a 
teaching method, relatively little is known of the efficiency, 
or otherwiae. of the student note-taking which almost 
invariably accompanies the lecture method. EVen les8 is 
known about the structure ot such notes, and ita eftect upon 
subsequent learning trom the notes. A possible reason for 
thi. gap in our knowledge is auggested by Lawrenc.1 when he 
notes that educational researohers have tended to tollow the 
research models of the physical sciences rather than the 
more appropriate model of the biological scienoes. Thea. 
latter sciences require. especially in the early phases ot 
research, Uextensive, systematic (even although tedious) data 
gathering and claSSification, and the search for predictable 
relationships and interactions between major features of the 
environment and the plant or organism". 
Lawrence, P.J. 
Directions". 
of Canterbury. 
UEduca tional Research : Problems and 
A public address given at the University 
July 1970. (mimeographed) 
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RATIOl-lALE 
This study developed from an interest on the part of 
tne investigator &8 to whether or not the sheer .volwne ot 
note.s taken in lectures by some students actuall,y hindered, 
rather than nelped, their learning, It was considered that 
there might be a point at whioh the balance between the 
volume of notes taken and the manner in whioh they were 
structured affeoted the student'. ability to learn trom hi. 
notes, It was turther considered that this faotor could be 
retlected in a student'. overall academic performance, 
especially as measured by examina tion. It was thought 
possible, however, that beoause note-taking practices refleot 
individual learning style8,they might vary to such a degree 
that no generalisations could be made. 
In the investigator'. present position at a Teacher.' 
Colleg., it was a180 thought that a atudent'. note-taking 
performanoe could be intlu.nced by factors pertaining to hi. 
experienoe outside the College. Thero could, for example, 
be differencea between the note-taking styles of students who 
had attended univeraity and those who had not, or betwe$n 
students who had had experience in commercial life as 'against 
those who had come to the College direotly from secondary 
education. 
DEFENOE OF THE NEED FOR THE STUDY 
Aa will be evident from the review ot the literature 
whioh follows, existing research on the leoture method of 
3 
teaohing at higher levels of education is concentrated almost 
entirely upon the effectiveness of the teaching, rather than 
the nature of the learning involved. 
Typically, varioue t.chniques of teaching are compared 
with the lecture method. and their respective etficiencie. 
measured by tests in which etudents reoall the material 
presented, Only in recent years has the tendency to meaaure 
the etfectiveness of teaching methods by means of t.ata ot 
recall been brought into question, 
It is evident that the central mediating re.ponse betwe.n 
teaching by the lecture method and the learning that ensues 
1., in tact, the type of note-taking that OCCur8 in the lecture 
room. Whilst ItHow to Study" texts found in the l1bral'"ies of' 
all higher learning centre. include sections on "How to take 
lecture note.", it could· scarcely be assumed that students 
typically follow these ideal patterns of note-taking. 
Should it be shown that students do not follow these 
suggested technique., questions ariae as to the efficiency of 
their note-taking, and of the learning which ia baaed upon 
such notes. 
Only an objective study of' a representative sample of 
stUdents' not.s could suggeat anawers to aome ot thea. 
questions. It was hoped that this study might be seen a8 a 
step toward me.ting thia need. 
OUTLINE OF THE STUPY 
The investigator, attempting inSOfar as it was pos.ible 
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to retain absolute normality, invited .econd-year .tudent. 
at the Christchurch Teachers' College to hand in their lecture 
notes at the conclusion of a twelve week introductory cours. 
in Educational Psychology, oonducted by the investigator. 
From the twelve lectures given, two were aelected tor 
detailed analysis. It was originally intended that the study 
should include, as with studies conduoted overseaa,2 a 
oomparison of the content oftered by the lecturer with that 
included in the students' notes, and to this end the leotures 
were recorded on audiO tape. 
As the study progressed, however, the investigator felt 
that the note-taking praotices ot the students were of prime 
importanoe and OQuld well influence the results of any 
comparative study. The.e practices, moreover, could be 
studied objeotively, whereas the a •• e.sment of leoturer 
"output" involved a .eries ot subjective judgement a which 
could not be Bustained. This opinion was supported by 
Rosenah1ne,3 who, when writing about an abortive attempt at 
a similar measure of organisation, atated "what was a main 
1dea to one teacher, waa a subeidiary idea to another teacher". 
Th1s study was therefore focus.ed on an objective ass.ssment 
of the style and structure of the studenta' not ••• 
The major problem waa to desoribe the actual note-taking 
practices of students who were being taught by the lecture 
2. These stUdies are reviewed in Chapter II. 
3. Rosenshine. B. University of Il11n01s. Personal 
communication, April 1971. 
method, with particular reterenoe to the q~ntity and 
atructure ot such note •• 
To achieve this aim, oertain categoriea had to be 
devi.ed to enable ob~ective measurement ot tbe student.' 
scripta. ~he use of the.e categorie. enab1.d the in •• ati-
gator to analya. the stUdent.' note. and iaolate certain 
behaviours which, it was thought, might correlate signifi-
cantly with other tactors on which data was available. 
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Amongst these tactor. were included thoae within the students' 
backgrounds, their performanoe in oollege courses, and the 
nature ot their work e~erienc. or academic experience outside 
the college. 
With the use of theBe object1ve measures, it waB then 
possible to tormu1ate a Bet of research hypothese.: 
1. That the measured academic ability of student. w11l b, 
significantly related to certain note-taking behaviours. 
2. That students of ditterent aex, age, and intelligence 
will be tound to have significantly ditterent note-
taking behaviours. 
3. That with regard to the quantity and atructure of lecture 
noteB, aignificant ditterences w111 be shown to .xi.' 
between those students who are more suoce •• rul at college 
and those who are 1e88 succea.tul. 
4. That significant ditterencea in note-taking behaviour will 
exist between those college students who have been success-
ful at Un1ve~.1ty and thoae who have either not attended 
or who have attended but not succeeded. 
In the following chapters, a review of the literature 
will be found in Chapter II, while Chapter. III and IV will 
deal with the ree.arch design. Ohapter III will oover the 
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sample, the selection of student variable. and procedure •• 
Chapter IV will be ooncerned with the selection ot the note-
taking variables and with the description ot terms. An 
analysis of the results will be provided in Chapter V, and 
Chapter VI will include discussion and conclusions. 
CHAPTER I I 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The efficiency ot the lecture aa a method of instruction 
in higher education has been widely argued. From its 
inception in the Pre-Christian Academy, to the formalised 
ayatem of the medieval univeraity, the lecture survived 
beoause knowledge waa regarded as a olo •• d system embodied in 
works not available to the student body. 
McLeish1 claims that, d.spite the advent of the printIng 
preas, the taot that the leoture syatem was uneconomic and 
inefficient waa not apparent, "since the aystem of protesaional 
training had developed ita own inertia and ita own set ot 
vested interesta". ae cites Paul •• n,2 however, who describes 
the main purposes ot the lecture in higher education a. 
followaa 
To provide a survey of the whole field of knowledge 
through the medium of a living personality; 
to reIa te this body of knowledge to the primary 
aima of human life, 
to arouse an active interest, leading to an 
independent comprehension of the subject on the 
part of the listener. 
McLeiah3 atates that the main defect of the lecture 
system i. that there i8 no guarantee that thoa. purposes are 
McLeiah, J. "The Lecture Method", Cambridge Mono,raph8 
on Teaching Methqd., No.1. Cambridge Inatitute 0 
EdUcation, 1968, p.2. 
~. 
nJA· 
8 
achieved even by the generality of performers, He comments; 
"Ir we can take the •• declared objectives seriou.ly 
.a a justifioation for the lecture it can be •• serted 
with oonfidence that the number of teachers capable 
of getting even 80me way toward achieving them at the 
establiShed leoture hour every day tor a oonsiderable 
period of time must be 4eoide41y amall." 
McLei8h4 then remarks upon the state of current research 
into the efficiency of the lecture method. He not •• that a 
number of experimental inVestigations have been carried out, 
from the results of which we can attempt to disoover the merit. 
of the lecture methods oompared to other methods of teaching, 
Most of these experiments, he claims, are open to critioism 
tor a variety of reasons. 
McLei.h notes that, in most .xperiments, interest has 
been ooncentrated on the etfeot ot transmitting the aame 
content by two or three different methods and comparing the 
outcomes in terms ot the amount retained by students. Re 
claims that the experimenter. have unfortunately seldom paid 
regard to the need to eliminate the erteets of reading, 
revision, and other priVate atudy by the atudent in the 
interval between the teaching •••• ion and the examination 
which 1, used aa the oriterion of gain. Consequently, he 
claims. it i8 seldom possible to draw any oonclusion at all 
from these atudies a8 there are a great number of unoontrolled 
and confounding variable., In a recent study, Hartley and 
Cameron5 take up the criticism ot current methods of meaauring 
4. I b14 •• p,3. 
5. Hartley, J. and Cameron,. A. nS ome observations on the 
etficiency of lecturing', EduCe Rey, , Vol. 20. 
November, 1967, PP. 30-37. 
lecture efficienoy. Desoribing many of theee. as tf inappro" 
priate techn1ques". they question the assumption that 
different teaching methods employed in moat studies or 
lecturing efriciency have the 8ame objective. and Can be 
measured by the aame teat. 
They susge.t, for example, that immediate recall of 
lecture materia.l i. the Objective ntither ot the stUdents 
attend1ng the lecture nor of the lectUl"e.r delivering it. 
Con.equently, if the objective of the lecturer 1s to promote 
further reading, a test of immediate recall 1s not relevant 
a8 a teet ot the efficiency ot the lecture. D •• pi te the.e 
critioisms, however, most,tudie. or leQture etticiency do 
employ a comparison of the re.ulta or teaching by the lecture 
method with those obtained by 80m. other method. 
It is theretore relevant to the purpo.e. of thIs study 
to briefly review theae r.8earches~ 
LICTURES AND DISCUSSION 
Wallen and TraVe1"a. 6 in their comprehen.lve summary ot 
the reaearch in thi. tield, not. that evaluation of the 
leoture Jlethgd has conslsted almost entirelY of comparison 
with the discussion method. 
YON ~.max-kabl., however, 1s thoU- .tatement thai theY' 
could find no con.latent 'et1nltlon of th1. metl'io4 either by 
6. Wallen, N. and Travers, R. uAnalyais and Inv •• tigat101l 
of Teachins Methoda", Cb..10 in Ga,e, N.L •• edltor. 
HUdbooi sar B, •• argb gn Teagh~U, 1963, p.466. 
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the proponents of the method or 1n the reaearch related to it. 
They comment that !tone man'. 'lecture' uy be another man's 
discussion", Thi. situat10n may expla1n the fact that, with 
reapect to the maatery of tactual 1nt"ormation, moat .tudi.a 
find no 8ignificant d1fterenc •• between lecture and d1souss1on 
methods. 
Ae examples or this type of study, Wallen and Travers oite 
Aach (1951), Bane (1931), Bills (19S2). Carl.en (1953), C.sey 
and Weaver (1956), Deignen (1956), Bllaeh (1954), Gerberieh 
and Warner (1936), Ha1ah and SChmidt (1956), Husband (1951). 
John.on and Smith (1953), Litson, Rempel, and Johnson (1956), 
Malone, (1956), Slomowitz (19"). Wisp. (19,1), and Zelen.7 
( 1940). 
The7 also cite. few studi •• whlch d1d report d1fterenc.a, 
uaually in tavour of the lecture. The.e inolude Burke (1956), 
auetzow, Kelly, and MoXe.ohie (1954). Remmers (1933), Ru~a 
(1954). and Spence (1928). Jaw (1949), however, tound 
d1fferenoaa in tavour ot the discu8sion method. 
Wallen and Travers7 note that tn- more important question 
ot retention ot material haa aeldom been investigated. They 
cite three atudies whioh have dealt with this que.tion, two ot 
which (Bane. 1931, Rickard, 1946) tQund retention ot material 
to be superior in gt'oupa taught by di.cu8e1on methoda, and one 
which found no d1tterenee (Eglalh, 19.54). Ward (1956) tound 
Irealer l"etent1on of "Wld.r.t.nding .... tYP." learning among 
11 
,tudent. o~ g~eater academ1~ abili~y under 41acua.ion 
prooedures. but found sre.,ter ret.nt~on of luoh material, 
under the lecture method with stUdents Of lower ability. 
J'urther, students of le8s ability showed greater immediate 
recall of information under the lecture method, whereas the 
-method* made little difterence in suoh porformance on the 
part of the more able stUdent •• 
Tiataert (1965),8 how.v.~, in a compariaon Of leoture 
discussion methods in the teaohing ot g.ograpbJ, found the 
discus. ion method to be .up_rior in developing 'retleotive-
thinking' and retention of subject matter. The improvement 
in knowledge and in attitude to the subject associated with 
the dlsoussion me"thod persisted over a perlod of at least 
tour month •• The .uper1or1ty ot the d1.cussion over the 
leoture method was demonstrable with both the very bright and 
the average students. 
On the other hand, lIly •• tone (1966}9 discovered that there 
WaB nothing to ohoose between the methoda of a leoture (with 
, 
and without discusaion). a bulletin, or a film. in conveyilig 
tactual inrormation about research findings, except that the 
subjects did better where thore was no discussion. Neither 
was there an adVantage in any of the thr.e methode in terma 
8. Tistaert, G". cited in McLeish, J., op.q"", p.43. 
9. EJ8atone, JA.L. tJA compa.rison of the ett'ect1vene •• ot 
bulletin, til. and leoture, with and without 
disQusaion, in presenting research information". 
Dl1'ftrtltigo Aij.ttIStl. Vol. 27. 1966, pp. 922~923. 
of de8i~able changes in a~t1tude in the 513 experimental 
subjects employed in hi. experiments. 
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Joyce and Weatherall (1951)10 have concluded on the baai8 
of cant~olled expe~lment. in teaeh1ng medical students, that 
in terms ot ~e8ulta obtained from equal amount. of wo~k, the 
lecture method 18 mo~e etficient and more economical than 
di8cussion. 
Although the di8cussion method could, in theory, be more 
ettective than the lecture method in developing concepts and 
problem-solving skills, tew studies have used independent 
meaaurea Of this type of lea~ning outoome. In general, the 
conflicting nature of research findings in this field appear 
to validate the criticisms of McLeish, Hartley and Cameron, and 
Wallen and Travers. 
MoKeaeni.,i1 however, comment. that despite the many 
ftnding. of no Significant ditterence. in etrectiTeneas between 
lectures and discus.iona, thoae studie. which have tound 
ditterenc.a make surpriaingly good •• nae. In only two studie. 
was one method superior to another on a meaaure of knowledge 
of subject matter; both studies favouring the lecture method. 
ot 8ix eXperiments finding significant dirterene.. ravouring 
discussion over lecture, the meaaure. in each oaee were other 
than tinal examination. t.,ting knowledge. 
10. Cited in McLeish, J., S[Q.c!t., p.44. 
11. McKeaohie, W"J. uReaearch on Teaching at the College 
and Univera1ty Level" in N.L. Gage, e41tor, 0R.c1t" 
p,1126. .' , 
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MoKeaChie concludes his oomments by suggesting that when 
one is asked whether leoture i8 better than discusaion, the 
apPX'opriate oounteX' would 8.em to be, "For what goal.?". 
LECTURES AND INDEPENDENT STUDY 
MeLeish states that several stUdies have report.d the 
supeX'iority of independent study over the lecture method. 
He o1te.12 McOullough and Atta (1960) who found that flexible 
studente benefit more trom independent study than do those with 
rIgid personality atructures. He a180 cit.s Weit.man and 
Gruber (1960) who found that students .tUdying independ.ntly 
ahow them.elves better in making diffioult applications ot the 
materials learned. and in learning new materials. They also 
show more curio'ity about the aUb~ect. 
Jlarr (1960)13 ••••••• d the value ot a lecture by oomparing 
it to a condition in which students received no lecture •• 
From the statistioal analyses performed, he made the interenoe 
that, tor introductory cours •• tn psychology and similar 
.ub~ects, stUdents w111 manit.st greater learning, as measured 
by tormal teats, if they receive a .eries of lectures on the 
material in addition to reading ~e textbook. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Caro (1962),14 uains an end of course achievement test .a 
McLeiah, J., Cpteit., p.45. 
Marl', .;T.N., et.al. . "The contxo1bution ()t the l.ct~. to 
CO.11e,. teaching" t JO.* ot 14ugational;' P'19hol;9iY. 
Vol. ,1, 1960, p».2"-2 • 
Caro, P.W. ,"The Eftect of Clal. Attendance and 'Tim.-
structured' Content on Achievement in Gelleral f.ycholoi1". jOurnal 9t IduQa~ignal P'lghg.9li, Vol. 53. 1962, pp.76-80. 
14 
·a criterion, concluded that students performed .s well through 
independent study a8 in the conventional olass situation. 
The conventional clas •• 8 were generally oonducted a8 lecture. 
with students tree to raise quest1ons. 
Corey (1934)15 compared the performance of lecture groups 
with others who read the 8ame material. Hia x-osults, however, 
were based on ditterences in recall. 
Beaoh (1960)16 included a lectur. group and an independent 
etudy group in a tour group stu~ ot difterant teaching 
, treatments' • Us1ng an achievement test •• a criterion, Beach 
:round that the lecture group performed signitioantly better 
than the other three groups. He further disoovered that 
introvert. per:t'ol'med better than extx-overt. in the lecture 
, , 
group, whi18t there was no dif'terence at all between introvert. 
and extroverta in the independent atudy groUpt 
Koenig and MoKeaohi. (1959~17 in a •• udJ comparing three 
teaching methode, found that women atUdenta high in ne.d tor 
aChievemont pl"e:t'ex-red independent etud7 and 8mall group 
d18culsion to the lecture method. 
LECTURIS AND RETENTION 
Ma~ studi •• of lecture ettioiency employ teats of' 
15. Corey, S.M. "Learning troDl lecture. vex-aua loarnins 
from readings", Jg'9£Wl. 9t Idugat10nal P"ch010SI, Vol. 25, 
1934" pp. 4'9"'470. . . 
16 •• each, L.R. tfSociab111tyand acadelUic ach1ovemen1;.in 
various types of' learning situations". 199nal It 
Edggationa1 fBYCA21QiY, Vol. ,1, 1960, pP. 208~ 12. 
17. Itoenig, X.E. and McXtaohie. W.J. "Personality and 
independent atud¥'·. ~g~ 9:( idu9li&swal f syqhol ogy• 
Vol. 50, 1959, PP. 1 - • 
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retention, whether .ho~t~te~m or long-term •• a c~iter1a for 
measuring the Bucce's ot tIle method. 
McLeish18 cite. Jon •• (1923) as being one of the r1rst to 
carry out .ystematic atudiea ot the lecture method. Using 
5,000 questiona to teat retent1Qn, he concluded that the 
individual difterences in retention indicated that the lecture 
system suited only the upper ten pereent of the group, 
McLeish himself, in what 18 known a. the Norwic4 experiment, 
tound19 that studente listening to an uninterrupted discourse 
within the range ot their underatanding,and taking notes in 
the1~ normal fashion, carry away 80mething of thet order ot forty-
percent ot the tactual data, the theoretical principles atated, 
and the general applications referred to by the lecturer. A 
week late~, however, they have forgotten at leaat half of this 
mater1al, although considerable individual ditterence. w.~ 
reported. 
Corey,20 using a design which comllared the e:t't'ecti veness 
ot one or two lectures with a eimilar number of reading periods, 
came to tour basic conclusion •• 
1. ~t tests of lamediat. recall are better for 
ma teriala students have read than tor the lIa_ 
materials heard in a lecture, 
2. That neither Of the two type. or presentation 
18. McLeish., J. ,0Rtet!;., p.38. 
19. Ibi4., p.9. 
20. Corey, S.M •• 0P,21i. 
had any signifioant ett.ct on delayed (14 day) 
recall. 
3. That 8cor8a on t.et. of ~etentlon of material. 
read were more closely related to Boor •• on 
standardi.ed t.ets ot reading, vocabulary, and 
intelligence, than were t •• ta ot lecture 
retention. 
4. That there 1'Ia8 a tendency tor .tudenis in the 
, 
high_.t paycholog1cal teet quartile to perform 
relatively better on testa of reading retention 
rather than t.ata of lecture material retention. 
LEOTURES AND PROGRAMS 
Price (1966)21 haa adequately 8ummarised the reaearch 
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in this area. He notes that, in many ca ••• , the 'conventional 
methods' of teachtng used with control groups have been poorly 
defined. He Cites, however, a study by Roe WhO made us. ot 
the lecture method for a control group whoa. achievement. 
wore significantly lower than tho.. ot the programmed 
tn.truction group. 
Pric. a180 cit •• a study by Wendt and Rust in which the 
lecture method Was more clearly detined, the lecture. being 
b •• ed on the program used by the exPerimental group, They 
tound non-significant diffe~enoes between program-taught and 
21. Price, G.J. "An Experimental study of tho Etfectivenes. 
ot three I.thou ot In8truct1.cm tor Teacher-tzea1ne.s". 
Unpublished M.A. Theai_. University of Oanterbury, 1966. 
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lecture-taught oollege treahm$n in learning to uae a library. 
They reported, however, large time eavings by the group using 
the programmed method and they viewed this as a ma~or 
advantage over the lecture approach, 
Price conclUded22 tnat hie reaearch had been ot value in 
clarifying aome ot the many oomplex variables whioh influence 
retent10n or factual information in Teachers' College courses. 
Price antioipated that the signifioance of the results of his 
.tudy, in which the effectivene •• of two alternative methods 
were compared with the lecture approach, might convince 
teachera ot the value ot attempting alternative method. in 
the presentation Of their course contont. 
He implies that the more earetully structured the material 
i_. the gte.ter ia the desree of retentiQn. and the more 
valuable for study purposes the material becom •• in the eye. 
of' the .tudents. 
LECTURES AND NOTI-TAKING 
The re.earch on note-taking is remarkable for ita 
paucity, One of the earli •• t 8tudi •• was that of Thompaon,23 
whoa. re8ea~ch de.ign was later used by Corey, and who Was 
primarily intere.ted in determining whether or not note-
taking ability coUld be used aa a mean. of predioting scholar-
ship. Subjeot.mad. notes for 8imilar periods from either 
22" .I2!4., p- 96. 
23. Cited in CoreY, S.M., gq,g1t. 
dictated or read mate~ia18, and were then permitted to u •• 
their notea to aid them to answer test questiona. 
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li.ne~ and Rhode (1959),24 atter commenting on the fact 
that most "how to study" books advocate note-takins during a 
lecture, •• t up an experiment in whioh studenil were tnatrue-
t.d to writ_ notes immediately after the lectur~. The¥ 
Qould report no evidence to support the belief that not.~ 
taking itself during a lecture 15 an, more etrective in 
producing efficient reoall than note-taking immediately atter 
the leoture. 
This tinding i$ supported b¥ the work in New Zealand ot 
Freyberg (1965),25 who, uatng 316 Auckland Teachers· College 
students in matched groups, experimented with tour methods 
ot note-takina -- no notea, tull not •• , outline note., and 
duplicated summaries. Objective recall t.ats were adminia-
tered immediately after the lecture, two weeks later, and 
eight weeks later. 
Aa a result ot this work, Freyb$rg suggests that, if no 
examinations are to be held, no notes need be taken. It 
examinations are nec •• sary, then duplicated summaries of the 
leoture material are most ueetul. 
A moat inter •• ting deVelopment in this tield is the 
work of Hartley and ca.eron,26 who, in an attempt to ve~1f1 
I 
Eisner, S. and Rhode, K. "Not. taking during or atter 
the lecture", JOJll!J1!l of' Idu9,t!oM1P,ycholOSI, Vol. 50, 
pp. 301-304. 
Freybers. P.S. "The etfect1veneaa ot note-taking"', 
1~9ation for T'lcQing, 1965 (February), pp. 17-24. 
Hartley and Cameron, QReS1 t • 
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~e t~nd1ngs Of MeL.iab with regard to student retention ot 
leoture Platerials, have evolved what they describe aa a 
measurement teohnique more appropr1ato to lecturing. In 
an effort to a •• ess the amount ot information storod in 
atudtint,'notebQoks. compared to the total amount ot intor-
mation communicated to them. the researohers div1ded the 
transoripts of the lecture into 'information unit.', then 
ch.c~d the students' notea tor the number reoorded. 
They t'ound the. t approxima tely one third ot wha, was 
sa1d would be a generous estimate ot tne amount ot material 
tranamitted to notebooks. 
The work ot Hartley and Cameron appeared to tni. 
investigator to be a atep towal'd a olearer evaluation ot the 
lecture method, bearing in mind particularly their atatementa 
on the need to consider the ob~ectiv •• Of the lecturer betore 
assessing the degree of success ot the lecture. 
Their atudy appeared limited in it. us.tuln •••• however, 
in that it was restricted to the notes or twenty-two atudent. 
at a univeraity college. It was thoUiht that their ideas 
could be taken turther with a more comprehensive study ot the 
note .. taking practices in loeturea of a muoh larger and more 
diverae bQ~ of .tudents. 
Whilst Hal'tle1' and Cameron were primarily concerned with 
the measurement of lecturer.' acr1pt., however, it appeared 
to the investigator ~at too little was known about the actual' 
note-taking behaviour of studente. Aa the.e note·tak1ng 
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practice. rorm the baais for learning from lecture material, 
they appeared to warrant much more intensive study than they 
had been granted thus far, 
CHAPTER III 
THE RESEARCH DESIGN • THE SAMPLI, 
SELECTION OF STUDENT VARIABLES, AND PROCBDURES 
The description of the rea.aroh de.ign i. divided into 
two paris. In this chapter i. included a deaoription of 
the lample of the etudent population upon whoae not •• the 
re.earch was undertaken. Also inoluded are specificationa 
of tne available supporting data tor each student involved 
in the reaearch, and of the procedures used in the atudy. 
In Chapter IV, the .election of not.·taking variablea, the 
definition ot terms, the analysis of the not •• scripts and 
the atatistical procedures w111 be described. 
A. THE SAMPLE 
The eample was drawn trom .econd~year students at the 
Christchurch Teaehers· Colleae. At the time of their entry 
into the College. students in this intake were allocated to 
eight groups of approximately equal size. lettered trom A 
to H. Groupe B, D, F and H were compo.ed of student. who 
were already attending University course. or who had 
indicated their intention to dO 80 concurrently with their 
TeaChers' College cour •••• Groupe A, Ct E and G conei.ted 
Qt those etudent. who ware not attempting University wQrk. 
student. were allocated to ·Univeraity' groupe on the 
basis ot the a~bjeeta they were taking or intended to take 
at the University. Thus, Gro~ B consisted largely of 
students enrolled tor English X, Groupe D and F contained 
those enrolled ~or Eduoation I. and Group H inoluded those 
enrolled ~or other sUbjeots. 
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Students were allocated to the 'non-university' groups 
in alphabetioal order. 
Tog.ther with other College cour •• s in English and 
Education, the oourse involVed 1n thia atudJ waa ottered 
twice annually, with tour group. attending in each seme.ter. 
During the period ot' this researoh, Groups B, 0, F and 
G were attending the lectures, thU8 inoluding two 'university' 
groupa and two 'non-univeraity' groupe. 
Students who have pas.ad Education I at the Univeraity 
are normally exempted trom certain •• ctions o~ the Eduoation 
courses at the Teachera t College, and this cour •• was one 01' 
those aections. The total numQer 01' students attending the 
oourse, theretore, was 136, repre.enting app~oximately half 
an intake, leas thoae exempted from the course and thoae who 
did not complete the course tor other reasona. 
Of the •• 138 stUdents. 60 were inoluded in the two 
-university' groupe and 78 in the two 'non-university' groups. 
These students formed the immediate population from which the 
sample WaB drawn. 
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Because it was thought that any compulsion to hand in 
lecture notes would create an artiticial situation and 
consequently destroy the normality whioh was be1ng sought, 
students were invited to co-operate in the research by 
voluntar1ly handing in their note. atter the examination 
which conoluded the •• mester·. work. 
A total Qf 105 students, comprising 52 8tudents from the 
-un1versity' sro~s and 53 students from the 'nan-univeraity' 
groups responded to the invitation. This represented 16 per-
cent of the initial lecture sample. 
Using Teachera' College performance as a criterion, it 
can be shown (Figure. 1 and 2) that the •• 105 etudenta were 
representative of the whole second-year intake at this 
particular Teschers' College. 
It would be unwise, however, to generali •• from this 
population sample to students in other Teachers' College., 
as course requirementa and intake characteristic. vary in the 
Teacher.' Colleses throughout New Zealand. It is no~ 
possible, therefore, to predict behaviour from the result. 
o~ this atudy, nor was it the intention of the investigation 
to dO anything other than to d •• c~ib. the actual behaviour 
of a particular intake of student. in one Teachere' College. 
Finally, because t:n.e aecumulat.d data was llroc •• sed by 
oomputer. the Booree of those student. who had attended only 
one of the two lectures trom which note. were studied were 
eliminated trom the tinal sample, thus reducing the population 
to 89 students, comprising 15 men and 74 women. 
3 4 
Second-year Education Stanine 
FIGURE 1: PERFORIIANCE OF STUDENTS IN THE INTAKE 
FROM WHICH THE LECTURE SAMPLE AS DRAWN 
ON SECOND-YEAR EDUCATION COURSES. 
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(n = 284) 
1 2 
FIGURE 2: 
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Second-year Education Stanines 
PERFORMANCE ON SECOND-YEAR EDUCATION 
COURSES OF STUDENTS IN THE LECTURE 
SAMPLE AS AN INDICATOR OF COLLEGE 
ACHIEVEMENT • (n = 105) 
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B. THE SBLEC'tION OF THE STUDENT VARIABLES 
Upon entry into the College, eaoh student had oompleted 
a testing program whioh included the following. 
1. A.C.E.R. Advanced AL 
2. A.e.E.H. Advanoed AQ 
,3. A.C.E.H. Reading Oomprehena1on t Form y1 
4. A.C.E.R. TO Yathematics Te.t2 
The results of these te.t. were available, together wi tb 
a personal history which inoluded seoondary .chool background, 
Ichool certificate and univeraity entranoe pe~formanoe. and 
university or employment hietory. In addition to the •• , the 
investigator had aoc ••• to the cumUlative College record ot 
each, student. 
or particular interest in thes. latter reoord8 was the 
relative performance ot each student in the eight syllabus 
study areas which were compUlsory tor all studente in the 
first two years ot their three year courae, The mean of 
these eight soore8 was taken for eaoh student as an indication 
of College performance. 
In the tinal analysis, ten variables were .elected trom 
the available student data tor oorrelation with the note-
taking variable •• In .U$mar~ to~m, theae wer •• 
1 , Co-operative Bngliah Teat C2 Reading Comprehension 
(H1gh.~ Level). FOrm Y. PUbl1ahed in Auatra11a b7 
the Australian Council tor Bducational Research. 
Univeraity Building, Melbourne. 
Designed speoifically tor use in Australian 
Teaohera' Collegea. 
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1. School Certificate ma~k. 
2. Age in yeara. 
3. Per~ormance on A.a.E.R. AdVanced AL. 
4. Performance on A.O.E.R. Advanced AQ. 
5. PerformanCe on A.C.E.R, Rea41ng Comprehension (Form Y). 
6. Performance on A.C.E.R. Mathematic •• 
7. Performance in First Year College English course. 
8. Performance in Firat Year Education courses. 
9. Performance in Seoond Year Eduoation courses, 
10. Mean perfo~mance over eight Syllabus Studies. 
Sines all aSsessments at the Christohurch Teaohers' 
College are based on the atanine distribution, the variables 
numbered from 2 through 10 are reRorted in this form, 
Performance on College English and first-year Iduoation 
oourses were included beoause these were the only two courses 
in the College where students regularly exper1enced leoture 
methode of teaching in groups ot forty or mo~e. 
The aeoond yea~ Education performanoe included an 
aaa ••• ment of the student.' work not only on the course in 
which the reeearch was undertaken, but a1ao on the two other 
cour.e.which made up the year's work. 
Performanoe in the examination whioh oonoluded the 
course itaelf was not considered aa a variable becaus8 
tactors such as time spent in study trom lecture notes could 
not be controlled. It was thought that a more cQmprehenaive 
picture of eaoh stUdent's performance was provided by total 
asaesements involving •• veral smaller courses. 
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C. PROCEDURE 
Information given to etudents! . At the oommencement of 
the twelve lecture course, the investigator read a prepared 
statement to each of the four groups, expressing a desire to 
collect_ after the final examination, the notes of those 
students who were willing to lend them tor the purposes ot 
this study. A copy of this statement appears in AppendixA. 
The desirability or otherwise of informing the student 
groups of the study was considered_ and it was finally 
decided that there was a greater likelihood of a favourable 
response if a prior request had been made. There was a risk 
that note~taking behaviour might have been altered because of 
this prior announcement. but great e~hasis was laid on the 
fact that the study in no way affected the course assessment 
of student performance. No turther mention was made of the 
study until the end of the course. 
The collection ot the notes: At the conclusion of the 
final lecture, the groups were again reminded of the investi-
gator's desire to collect their notes, and were invited to 
hand them in when they met together after the examinations. 
Most of those who supplied notes did so in response to 
this inVitation, although the investigator did per80nally 
approach several students at a later date. All examination 
papers had been marked and all asse.sments made betore any 
study of the lecture notes began. 
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Selection of leqture. tor stUdY' In the tirst instance, 
three lecture., the firat, fourth and last in the series ot 
twelve, were chosen tor study by the investigator. This 
ohoice Was based on the intention of providing a description 
ot the consistency of student note-taking over a period of 
three months. 
The note. taken by the 105 students trom the three 
lectures were analysed, and the individual acor •• on eaCh ot 
the twenty-five va~iable8 recorded tor eaoh lecture which the 
atudent had attended. Such was the volume of the ensuing 
data, however, that it was considered unmanageabl,. A 
decision was therefore made to reduce the study to two 
lectures only. 
The choice of the first and fourth lectur •• was made 
because they appear.d to the inv.stisator to be ot similar 
length and volume, and as nearly similar in structure as is 
possible in lecture. which contain diftering aubject matter. 
The time interval was thus reduced to three w.eka between 
lectures. 
The aij!.t19nQ1irt* In order to provide turther 
information related to the development ot each student·s not.-
taking style, a tourteen-item questionnaire was deVised, and 
administered at the conclusion ot the tinal lecture. 
Ot the tinal sample or 89 student., 86 responded to the 
questionnaire. The results of this questionna1re are 
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reported in Chapter V and a copy ot the questionnaire appears 
in APpendix F. 
CHAPTER IV 
T.HI RESEAROH DESIGN : ANALYSIS OF THI 
NOTE-SCRIPTS, THE SILECTION OF NOTE-!AKING 
VARIABLES, :DUINI'tION OF '!'ERMS, AND 
STATISTIOAL PROCIDURBS 
The rational. for the selection of certain note-taking 
behaviour. haa been outlined in ChaPter I. In the ab.ence 
of previous re.aarch in the tield, however, the 1nv.atigato~ 
was compelled to make somewhat arbitrary decisions as to the 
variable. wnioh might prove relevant. 
Prior to the .tu~, .a~le. of lecture not •• were 
collected from second-year students known to the inve.tigator. 
The selection ot variablea was influenoed by obaervatiansmade 
trom these samples. 
Bearing in mind tha t tha study was' fooussed upon the 
quantity and structure ot lecture notes, twenty-five variable. 
were isolated tor study. It was hoped that, through an 
analysis of the.e variable., a comprehensive picture of each 
student's note-taking behaViour could be built up, and 
comparison made, in turn, between individUal students and 
between groups of stUdents. Aa the study evolved, it 
became obvious that oomparison between groups would receive 
graatest em»ha.ia. Individual comparisona were, neverthele.s, 
atill available from the .aurce material. 
The variables •• lected fell into three main categori.a. 
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tho •• concerned with quantity, those concerned with structure, 
and ~ethods of empha.is. 
This chapter will provide a list ot the note-taking 
variables sel.ot.d, furnish a detinition ot each of the 
variable. as they were used in this study, and describe the 
statistical procedures tollow.d. 
A. THE BILEOTION' OF THE NOTE-TAKING VARIABLES AND 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
1. QUANTITY VARIABLB:S 
The following .even variables Were thoUght to represent 
the basic aspects of note-taking with regard to the volume 
ot mat.rial not.d, 
<a> lumber of wo£dt. A 8impl' count waa made ot .very 
word uaed by each student. All abbreviation. 
were inoluded .a worda, aa were .y$bola commonly 
us.d in place of worda. 
• ther.tor. t • ) 
(For example -- ••• tor 
(b> Number of 11nea u.'4: In an attempt to meaBure the 
amount of apace used by .ach student to writ. note. 
in a lecture, any line between the heading, it any, 
and the last line ot note-script was deemed to have 
been 'used.'. This included lines in the body ot 
the script Which had little or no written content, 
some ot which will later be designated.a tapac.s·. 
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(0) Number ot spae •• within tho not.-scripta A spae. 
was d.fined as an area ot at leaat one line, but 
in practioe ott.n more than one. which was devoid 
ot note-script tor the complete width of the page. 
The eftect of a spac., therefore, wae to break an 
otherwiae continuoua note-8cript into cl.arly 
defined 'blocks'. 
(d) lumber ot a.nt,nc.! ul,4: Many atudents used 
complete aentenc.s within their note-acript., .e 
oPP08.d to the use ot ahort, pertin.nt phraeea. 
A .entenee was derined as a group ot words which 
met the grammatical requirements ot a .ent.no., 
but not necessarily the reqUirements of torm. 
Capital letters, tor example, w.re not consider.d 
necessary to begin a sentence. 
(e) Number ot discrete unite of ngt.-script: For want 
of a better term, the investigator used thi' 
d.scription to cover the visual unit. which appear 
in all note-scripts. (Examples are shown in 
Appendix n.) It waa consid.red that l.arning 
might be intluenced by the number of separate units 
ot script with which the stUdent was contronted 
when attempting to study trom the not.a. 
The.e unita, Which included complete aentenc •• , 
already noted abOve, were often diat1nsuiahe4 by 
having one line of note-script per unit, by the use 
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ot bracket, parentlleaea or dashes, by underlining, 
or by otller methods of emphasis. 
Diagrams were included aa one unit only, but 
information added outside the diagram by tlle 
student was treated a8 part ot the note·script. 
(t) Aibr,v1at1on'l Two broad Class.a of abbreviations 
were noted, and it was thought desirable to 
•• parate these in the analyaia. 
(i) ~rupcat'd w9Fd@: Man1 students llad developed 
,tyli.ed methods ot note-tak1ni lnvolvina the 
reduction ot recurring words to much shortened 
torma (tor example, ahn for children, lrng tor 
learning). 
(ii) QommoQly aCQlpt!a abbreviation': For example, 
e.g_, ~B. A, etc. 
Scores on these seven note-taking variables wero then 
used to formulate what the investigator detined al structure 
variables, and a desoription of these is now presented. 
2. THI STRUCTURE VARIABLES 
Whilet the raw 8cor •• ot the actual incidence ot certain 
note-taking bellaVloura were important in tll.mselv •• , it wa. 
thought tllat they did not oonvey an impression ot any aapect 
ot the studenta' note-taking .tyl. other than volume. 
In an attempt to aecure an objeotiYe comparison o~ the 
relative structure of not.-.cripts~ it was decided to use 
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certain ratioB as instruments whioh might indicate the manner 
in which differing groups ot students structured their noteB. 
Th. ten variables .elected tor study were a8 tollows: 
(a) Ratio ot words to lines 
(b) Ratio of words to spaces 
(0) Ratio of lines to spaces 
(d) Ratio ot abbreviations to words. For the purposes 
ot this variable, only the first category ot 
abbreviations (that ia, truncated worda) was 
considered, 
(e> Ratio ot words to discrete units 
(f> Ratio ot sentencos to disorete units 
(g) Ratio ot disorete units to linea 
(h) Ratio ot methoda of emphasis to lines 
(i) Batio or methods ot emphasis to discrete units 
(j) Ratio ot mothods of empbasis per 100 words. 
3. METHODS OF EMPHASIS 
It waa thought that a crucial tactor in the student'. 
ability to learn trom lecture note. could be the manner in 
which attention was drawn to those points in the note. 
considered by the student to be most important. 
Eight variables were identified, and these were thought 
to encompass all the methods or emphasis used by students in 
the aample, The eight variables are listed and defined aa 
:rollowa. 
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(a> Instances or und,rlinins: Each .egment or line 
was regarded as one inatance. This was thought 
to be justitied on the grounds that the student 
was likely to respond to the visual impact ot the 
line whon studying trom the notes. A line ot 
note-script where each word was individually under-
lined would require more 're-focussing' of attention 
than would, perhaps, a line ot not.script with 
continuous underlining. 
(b) Chans.a in 'arlpt ,tyl.: Some students,. it was 
observed, changed from cursive writing to print 
script, or vic. versa, in order to emphasise a point. 
The use of italica or similar styles as a method or 
emphaais was alBo included, to the extent that it 
repre.ented a change rrom the stud.nt'. natural 
script 8tyl •• 
A 'chanae' was taken to include a complete unit or 
note-script where emphasis was given. Thus, tour 
or tive words would b. counted as on. change in 
style. Worda writt.n entirely in oapitals were 
not included. 
(0) Inatances ot oap1tali •• g w9£~s: A separat, count 
was made of words written solely in oapital letters. 
Thea! were thought to stand out so prominently in 
the not.-script that they could not be classitied 
into the previous cat.gory. Many students 
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obVIously used capitallsat10n to denote a greater 
degree o~ 1mportance than was 1ndioated by most 
other methods or em»ha.Is. 
(d) Instwo". ot the us. ot sims and .pbo;,: In order 
to focue attent10n on a particular aect10n ot the 
note"scl'lpt. many studenta used words .eparated rrODl 
the text by margins, apaoea, or enolosures. Theae 
verbal reminders were claBs1tied.a taign.'. Most 
otten used were the worda '1mportant' and 'not. t • 
Other student. employed a non-verbal system to denote 
1mportance. Most oommonly used symbols were 
question mark. ("'), arrowa, and aater1sks. 
As both eigns and symbols appeared to be employed 
to the same end, they were added together ror scor1na 
purposes in the analysis or the note-scripts, 
(e) instances or ine use or an initial cap~tal. One ot 
the moet str1k1ng reatures or the note-scripts waa 
the frequency w1th wh1ch some students used capital 
letters to begin words. In many inatances, theae 
words were in the body ot the note-scr1pt, rather 
than in headings or at the beginning ot a Bentence. 
It was thought possible that this method ot emphali. 
could actually hinder the clear •• lection or ma1n 
points rrorn the note-soript. A count wsa the~.tor. 
made of every instance where a word, othe~ise 
wr1tten in lower-ca •• letter., began with a capital 
letter. 
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(t) In.tanc!s of' ind.nt.Ai* Indenting waa deemed to 
have occurred whenever a atatement beginning near 
the lett margin was followed by suba1diary atat.-
ments wh10h were begun not1ceably turther to the 
right or a point vertically below the first word of 
the opening statement. 
Each set of subsidiary statemente, whether it 
consisted of one or more items, was classed as a 
single instance of indenting. 
Similar rules weI" applied it the subsidiary state-
menta were themselv.s used as sub-headings and 
further indentation occurred. 
(g) Enwgratiop, and (h) tapula£icm= Both th ••• 
method, ot .mpha.is were employed to give system 
and order to oonsecutive points in the note-scripta. 
It was thought that the us. of' numerala (.rtum.rat1on) 
or letters (tabulation) might be representative of' 
dittering note-taking styl •• , and the distinction 
was accordingly made for the purposes ot the 
analysis, 
I. STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 
A oomput.r oalculation ot product-moment corr.lationa 
tor the ten student variables and the twenty-tive note-taking 
behaviour variables in each ot the two lectures was undertaken, 
The matrix of 1ntercorrelatione for the total sample is 
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presented in Table XXXVII (pp. 140-141). 
Similar product-moment calculations were computed tor 
each ot the ma~or sub-group •• 
are reported ae followas 
Matrices of interaorrelatione 
All temale students 
All male students 
All with university unit. 
-- Table XXXVIII 
.... - 'l'able XXXIX 
-- Table XL 
All without university unit. -- Table XLI 
Additional correlations were computed tor each aex 
within the universit~/non-univer.ity dimension. These 
results were later disregarded, however, because of the small 
number ot students involved in the university SUcceS8 calcu-
lations. 
the acceptable level of significance was set at the 
traditional .05 (two-tailed). It was considered that a 
lower level, tor example .10, might have given an indication 
of broad tendencies 8uited to the purposes ot this descriptive 
study. The amount ot data obtained a8 a result, however, 
would have proved unmanageable. By using the .05 level, it 
was considered that there was lese risk that significant 
correlatione had occurred by chanee, and that variable. worthy 
ot further study would be more clearly isolated. 
Produot-lI,oment correlations were a180 oomput.d tor the 
student Tariab1 •• and the questionnaire re8pon •••• and tor 
the note-taking behaviour variable. in each leoture and the 
questionnaire responeea. Matrices ot intercorrelationa tor 
these sets ot variable. are pre.ented in Table. XXXIII. XLII, 
and XLIII respectively. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF RlSULTS 
In Chapter I ~ a number ot re.earch hypoth •••• were 
presented, Thes, were: 
1. That the measured academic ability ot student. 
will be significantly related to certain note-
taking behaviour •• 
2. That studente ot ditferent .ex, age, and 
intelligence will be tound to have significantly 
d1fterent not.~takins behaviours. 
3. 'that with regard to the quantity and structur. 
ot lecture note., s1gnifioant d1tterences will 
be shown to exist between tho.e student. who are 
more successtul at Teaohera' Oollege and those 
who are 1 ••• successtul. 
4. That signiticant 41tterenees in note-taking 
behaviours will be shown to ex1st between those 
Teachers- Collog. student. who have been succesa-
tul at University and tho$. who have either not 
attended or who have attended but not been 
succeas:f'u,l. 
An .dd1t1onal purpose ot the study waa to determ1ne the 
extent ot each student'. previoue instruotion in note-taking. 
and to describe their viewe on the adequacy or otherwise ot 
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this instruction and ot their existing note-takina abilitie •• 
In this chapter, results relevant to each hypothe.is 
will be presented. These will be followed by an analysis O~ 
the significance of each Of the note-taking behav10ur 
variables, and the chapter ooncludes with a summary of 
respon.es to the questionnaire. 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ACADBMIC ABILITY AND STUDENT 
NOrm-TAKING BEHAVIOURS. 
academic ability. They werec 
Variable Ho. 1 -- Scho~l Certificate mark 
Variable No. , -- Performance on A.e.E.R. Re.dina 
Comprehtn.1on 
Variable No. 6 -- Pertormanoe on A.e.E.R. Mathematics 
In the data obtained t~om two lecture.; eight.en atatia. 
t1cally sign1ficant correlationa were found between thea. 
indicatora of academic abtlity and any one of the note-tak1ng 
behaviour variables. Eleven ot the signif1cant correlations 
occurred in the first lecture. and the remaining .even 1n the 
second lecture. 
Table X presents the significant correlations listed 
under the reapective student variables, and includes the 
co~~elation fQr each of the two lectures whenever a 81gniri-
cant correlation ooeu~r.d in either one ot them. In three 
instances, significant correlationa were round to exist 
between the 8ame pairs of variables in both leoture.. Qf 
i , 
1 1 
11 
12 
1 
1 
DO 
II 11 ~ 
-
11 <: 
, 
tive corre tions. :fourteen 
Six s correlat were concerned 
volume notes taken, reaa the remaining 
related to the structure • 
With all but one of the thirty correlations presented 
in the table the same direction, clear indications 
were given that academic ability as mea by these three 
variables was significantly related to note-taking behaviour. 
influence reading comprehension appeared to be of 
especial significance, and this factor will be discussed in 
the next chapter. 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SEX AND NOTE-TAKING BEHAVIOURS 
Significant correlations found between the variables 
relating to female stUdents and their note-taking behaviour 
are presented in Table II. Here also, the correlations 
occurring in both lectures have been presented in order to 
determine whether or not directional tendencies were confirmed 
in the lecture other than that in which the significant 
correlation occurred. 
In Table III, the data for male students is similarly 
presented. 
Of the thirty statistically significant correlations 
presented in Table II, twenty-one occurred in lecture one, 
and nine in lecture two. Seven of the thirty related to the 
'lABLJ: II 
th,,;& ... 'ft Variable 1. 2. J 4 , 7 8 , 10 
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Decl_1 
- P II1II <. 
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9 Varlable. were not to 
volume of notes, and remaining twenty-three to the 
manner in which female stUdents structured their note-
taking. In only two instances, however, were significant 
correlations found for the same pair of variables in both 
lectures. 
Of the twenty-eight pairs of correlations presented, 
twenty-five showed consistent trends in direction, sixteen 
pairs consisting of nesative correlations, and nine showing 
positive correlations. 
Two areas of Table II appeared to be of particular 
significance. In the first place, the concentration of 
significant negative correlations between Methods of EmphaSis 
variables and School Certificate marks was not found in the 
scores of male students. Secondly, the strong positive 
relationships between some of the structure variables and 
college performance were quite the reverse of tendencies 
found in the scores of male stUdents in this general area. 
ConVersely, however, very similar scores were found for both 
male and female students between .ethods of Emphasis variables 
and scores on A.C.E.R. Reading ComprehenSion 'orm Y. 
Of the forty-eight statistically significant correlations 
reported in Table III, twenty-two occurred in the first 
lecture, and tlultnt),"-six in the second. Seven of the forty-
eight related to the volume of notes taken, whilst the 
remaining forty-one correlations were concerned with the 
structure of the notes. 
In contrast to the findings in for female 
, where only instancea were reported of any two 
variables being significantly correlated in both lectures, 
no less than twelve such instances are presented in Table III. 
Similarly to the female student data. however, the 
thirty-six pairs of correlations presented in Table III 
contained thirty-two pairs which showed conSistency in the 
direction of their correlation. Of this latter figure, 
twenty-six pairs showed consistent negative correlations, 
whilst six were positive. 
There appeared to be evidence, therefore, that for both 
sexes, significant tendencies in note-taking behaviour were 
maintained over the two lectures. 
A feature of the data reported in Table III waa the 
concentration of negative correlations in two areas. The 
first of theae was the correlation between methods of emphasis 
variables and thoae atudent variables relating to in~elligence 
and academic ability, With the exception of the previously 
mentioned scores (p. 46) on A.C.E.R. Reading Comprehension, 
no similar correlations were found amongst the female students 
data. Secondly, the relationship between the scores of male 
students on one of the college performance variables and a 
wide range of note-taking variables was almost completely 
unsupported by the data for female students. 
From the evidence presented in Tables II and III, there-
fore, there were clear indications that significant 
differences occur male 
RELATIOBSHIPS BETWEEN STUDE~ AGE AND BOTE-TAKING BEHAVIOURS 
found to exi age and six of' 
.. <i4 ........... ,'C behaviour 'Variables are 
"twen"tx-:tiYe 
in Table IV .. 
Al though it could that etudent to be 
little 
to certain patterns of' note-taking. 
evident in the results presented. 
of the possible reasons :ror this tuation are 
in VI. 
RELATIOISHIPS IEftEER MEAStJRBS OF IRTELLIGEHCE AID 
HOTE-TAKDG 1'ARIABLX8 
Two student 'Variablee were included as measure. of 
intelligence. 
Variable Ro. .3 
Variable Ro. 4 
Perf'ormanee on A.C.E.R. AL Ad'Vanced 
Performance on A.C.E.R. AQ Advanced 
Correlations preeented in Table V indicate that intelli-
gence ae meaBured bX the above t •• ts does Significant17 
influence note-taking behaviours. 
Of' the six significant correlations reported. all are 
negative coerelationa. In every caee, the correlation for 
the eecond lecture in each pair con1:irme this negative 
tendenox. 
TABLE IV 
NOTE-TAKING BEHAVIOUR VARIABLES WHICH 
CORRELATE SIGNIFICANTLY wI'm STUDENT AGE 
OVER TOTAL SAMPLE (a.89) 
Note-taking Va~1able No. Lecture 1 Lecture '2 
12 -0.04; 0.261· 
16 0.270· -0.164 
20 0.266· -0.172 
30 0.307- 0.216 
32 0.061 0.388H 
3; 0.0;2 0.251 
19 Note-taking Va~iables showed no s1gn1f1cant 
cQr~elat1on. 
• p ;;: <:'.05 
U 1/1 :::: <.01 
BOTE-TAXING BEHAVIOUR VARIABLES WHICH 
CORRELATE SIGNIFICANTLY WITH STUDENT VARIABLES 
INDICATING MEASURES OF INTELLIGENCE 
OVER TOTAL SAMPLE (n:.89) 
Student Variable lfo. 4 
Lecture lfo. 1 2 1 
11 -0.227- -0.124 
14 -0.298.... -0.179 
50 
2 
.. 
-0.233 -0.088 
-0.222- -0.157 
-0.389- -0.198 
31 -0.24'- -0.075 
19 note-taking variables showed no s1gn1t'1eant 
corre1& t1on • 
.. p :: <!' .05 
.E£ p == <:::: .01 
See also Tables II and III, which show correlations 
between Intelligence variable. and .ub-group. wi thin the 
Total Sample. 
o~ the aix note-taking Tariablea included in 
ted to the Tolume of notea taken, and the 
reme three with the atructure o~ the notea. 
RELATIOBSHIPS SUCCESS AT TEACHERS' COLLEGE AND 
BOTB.TAXIBG BEHAVIOURS 
~our atudent Tariablea were included aa meaaurea o~ 
Variable Do. 1 -- Per~ormanee in Jlirat Year College 
English couraea. 
Variable Do. 8 -- Per~ormance in ~irat Year EdUcation 
couraee. 
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Variable .0. 9 -- Per~ormance in Second Year Education 
couraea. 
Variable .0.10 -- lean Bcore on Eight Syllabus Study 
couraes. 
Significant correlations ~ound to exiat between any one 
o~ theae Tariablea and one or more of the note-taking 
behaviour Tariable. are presented in Table VI. Eleven 
significant correlation. are reported, five o~ theae occurr1nl 
in the first lecture, and aix in the aecond. Significant 
correlations did not occur between any one pair of variables 
in both lecture •• 
In ten of the eleven pairs of correlationa, however, the 
directional tendency ia consiatent, aix of the paira contain· 
ing poaitive correlationa, and tour negative. 
) 
.. 7 1 
c • 1 
.. 
13 .. 
-0 • 
.. 
.. .1 
.. 
.. 1 .. .. 
7 s c la ion .. 
::: < .. 
KK P = <" 
One of the note-taking variables shows significant 
correlations with three out of the four measures of College 
Bucceaa, and another with two. 
Three of the note-taking variables included in Table VI 
are related to the volume of notes taken, and five are 
concerned with the structure of the not.s. 
It appears acceptable to say, therefore, that success 
at Teachers' College does have some significant relationship 
to note-taking behaviour, with regard to both the quantity 
and to the structure of the notes taken. 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN UNIVERSITY SUCCESS AND NOTE-TAKING 
BEHAVIOURS 
Table VII presents the significant correlations which 
were found to exist between certain note-taking variables and 
the student variables of those students who had succeeded in 
passing at least one University unit. 
Table VIII presents the same information for the remain-
ing students in the total sample who had either not attended 
University, or who had attended but had not been successful. 
Eight significant correlations are reported in Table VII, 
seven of which occurred in the first lecture. Of the eight 
pairs of correlations presented, six ahow consiatent directioDa 
trends. 
Table VIII presents thirty-six Significant correlations, 
twenty-one of which occurred in the first lecture, and 
fifteen in the second. Two instances occur where Significant 
8·..,."" .... - Va~lablce 110. 
Lecive No. 1 
11 
• 12 0 
II; 13 4'-
" J~ 
"w ..... 
.:I'" 32 is: 
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35 
DecImal pOinte oaitted. 
18 
• p = < .05 
- p = <.01 
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correlations are reported for the same pair of variables in 
both lectures. Of the thirty-four pairs of correlations 
presented, thirty-two pairs show consistent directional 
tendencies, twenty-one being negative and eleven positive. 
In one instance only was a significant correlation found 
between the same pair of variables in both Table VII and 
Table VIII. In this instance, the direction of the correlati~ 
was reversed. 
Significant differences in note-taking behaviour do appear 
to exist, therefore, between Teachers' College students who 
have been successrul at University and those who have either 
not attended or who have attended and not been successrul. 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN NOTE-TAKING BEHAVIOUR VARIABLES AND 
STUDENT VARIABLES 
The preceding sections of this chapter have considered 
the data related to the four research hypotheses. The signi:t'-
icant correlations presented in Tables I through VIII are now 
re-presented in the following Tables (IX through XXXI) in a 
consideration of the significance of each of the twenty-five 
note-taking variablese 
A discussion of the apparent value of each of these 
variables as a measure of note-taking behaviour may be found 
in Chapter VI. 
Tables of means and standard deviations for scorea on the 
note-taking behaviour variables from the total sample and from 
major sub-groups within the sample may be found in Appendix E. 
SIGBIPICABf STUDENT 
VABIABLIS AlID BOH-TAKIBG VARIABLE HO. 11: 
KUDER OP WORns 
Reference Student Variable Lecture 1 Lecture 2 to Table 
I .5 IieatilDe -0.26T' -0.076 
I 6 Mathe_tic. -0.22, • -0.060 
V :5 AL -0.226 -().124 
VII 8 1st Yr Education II 0.471 0.064-
Levels of significance tor Tables IX through XXXI 
are indica ted i~ the aa:me _nne I' aa for preceding 
Tables, nam.el,.. p:lll <:.0.5 •• p == <: .01 
SIGBIFICABT CORRELATIOBS BETWEEH STUDBHT 
VARIABLES JJID 1{O'fB-TAXIHG VARIABLI HO. 12: 
lWOD OJ' LIDS 
Reference Student Variable Lecture 1 Lecture 2 to Table 
I 5 Reading -0.275 • -0.060 
II 5 Reading -0.241 • -0.101 
IV 2 Age 
-0.045 0.261· 
VII :5 AL -0.266 -0.44'-
VIII 2 Age -0.075 -0.213-
VIII 6 Mathe_ties -0.265- -0.001 
TABLE XI 
SIGKIFlCANT CORRBLATIOKS BBTWEEN STUDENT 
VARIABLES AlID KOTE-TAKIKG VARIABLE NO. 13: 
NUDD OF 8PACIS 
Referenoe Student Var1able Leot'U.'r'e 1 Leoture 2 to Table 
II 4 AQ -0.060 -0.247· 
II 9 2nd 'II" Eduoat1on 
-
-0.374 -0.080 
III 8 1.' 'II" Eduea tlon -0.110 -0.527· 
VI 1 1.' 'II" College Eng11ah -0.116 -0. 234Jf 
VI 8 1.' 'II" Edueatlon -0.032 -0.264-
VI 9 2nd Yr Bduca'lon 
-0.34'- -0.083 
VII 1 SChool Cert. )lark 0.468.11 0.105 
VIII 7 1.t 'II" College EDg11ah -0.165 -O.2aj' 
VIII 8 1.t 'II' Edueat10n -0.013 Jf -0.290 
VIII 9 2nd 'II" Educat10n -0.352 JfJf -0.052 
~ABLE XII 
SIGNIFICAK~ COlUlELATIOJlS BETWilD STUDDT 
VARIABLES AliD :lOTE-TAKING VARIABLE NO. 11u 
Jft1DKR OF SDnBCBS 
Re:ferenee Student Variable l.Iecture 1 Lecture 2 to Table 
I .5 Reading -0.284 .... 
-
-0.220 
II 3 AL -0.233 
-
-0.128 
II 7 1st Yr College English -0.261- -0.050 
III 3 AL -0.544 
-
-0.389 
III .5 Reading -0. 67SJUt -0.393 
V 3 AL -0.298 JUt -0.179 
VI 7 1st Yr College English -0.223 
-
-0.091 
VIII 3 AL -0.271 .. -0.116 
TABLE XIII 
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STUDENT 
VARIABLES AND NOTE-TAKING VARIABLE NO. 15: 
NUDER OF UBITS 
Reference Student Variable Lecture 1 Lecture 2 to Table 
I 5 Reading -0.214 3E 0.041 
II 8 18t "II' t 0.009 0.2363E 
III 10 Mean S.S. -0.392 -0.541 3E 
VI 7 18t Yr College Eng118h 0.034 0.222-
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STUDENT 
VARIABLES AND NOTE-TAKING VARIABLE NO. 16: 
RUDER OF ABBREVIATIONS (1) 
Reference Student Variable Lecture 1 Lecture 2 to Table 
III 1 School Cert. Mark -0.598- 0.235 
III 2 Age 0.576- -0.220 
III 9 2nd Yr Education 0.633- 0.030 
IV 2 Age 0.270 -0.164 
VIII 1 School Cert. Mark -0.402 .. -0.002 
VIII 2 Age 0.387- -0.196 
SIGNI~ICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STUDENT 
VARIABLES AND NOTE-TAKING VARIABLE NO. 17: 
NUlIBER O~ ABBREVIATIONS (11) 
Reference Student Va~1able Lecture 1 Lecture 2 to Table 
II 4 AQ -0.2.56- -0.077 
V 4 AQ 
_ 
-0.233 -0.088 
VIII 4 AQ -0.274 
-
-0.060 
TABLE XVI 
SIGNI~ICANT CORRELATIONS llETWUN STUDENT 
VARIABLES AND NOTE-TAKING VARIABLE NO. 18: 
RATIO OF LINES TO SPACES 
Rererenee Student Var1able Lecture 1 Lecture 2 to Table 
II 9 2nd Yr Education 0.300" 0.136 
III 7 1st Yr College English 0.42.5 0 • .548-
VI 9 2nd Yr Education 0.282- 0.100 
VIII 7 1st Yr College English 0.0.57 0.273 • 
VIII 8 1st Yr Education 0.051 0.284· 
VIII 9 2nd Yr Education 0.332-· 0.171 
Tal"iable nuabe:r 19 ( 
.tu4ent Yal"iabl ••• 
to Linee) the 
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS 'BEftDN STUDEN"l 
VARIABLES Am) NOU-TAltING VARIA1UB NO. 201 
UTlO OF ABBmNIATIONB (i) PlIR 100 WOlU)8 
Reterence StUdent Variable L •• ture 1 LeetUl"e to TalJle 
III 
IV 
VIII 
VIII 
,; Rea41ag 0.'26-
2. Ap 0.266-
1 Sehool Cert. lark 
-0.34'-
2. Age 0.304-
TABLE XVIII 
SIGNIFICANT CORREIA TIONa BE'lWBEN S T'lJDINT 
VARI.A.BLES .A1ID NOD-TAXING VARIABLE NO. 21 s 
RATIO 0, WORDS TO UNITS 
0.214, 
-0.172 
-0.025 
-0.200 
ReteNue Stu4ent Variable LectUl"e 1 I.eet1i:llHt to Table 
VIII 4 AQ. -0.14'- -0.09) 
2 
:I 
TABLJ: XIX 
SIGNIFlCAXT CORRELATIONS B&'rWK.lU{ STUDDT 
VARIABLES AND NOH-TAKING VARIABLE NO. 221 
RATIO OF S'El'ft'DCES TO OI!'I 
Reference Student Variable LectUl'e 1 Lectw-e 2 to Table 
I 5 Reacting -0.206 -0.242 JE 
I 6 Mathematica -0.206 -0. 236JE 
II 5 Rea cling -0.130 -0.238 JE 
III 5 Reacling -0.542- -0.238 
V 3 AL -0.222 JE -0.157 
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STUDDT 
VARIABLES AND NOTE-TAltING VARIABLJ: NO. 23: 
RATIO OF ~VORDS TO SPACES 
Reference Stu4ent Variable Lecture 1 Lectw-e 2. to Table 
II 9 2nd Yr Education 0.2soH 0.04.8 
VI 9 2nd Yr Education 0.277· 0.043 
VIII S 1at Yr EdUcation 0.009 0.2.7'· 
VIII 9 2nd Yr Education 0.318U 0.071 
TABLE XXI 
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIOlfS BETWED STUDDT 
VARIABLES AID NOTE-TAXING VARIABLJ: NO" 24. 
RATIO OF tmITS TO LIDS 
Re:re:raenc 11 St\l4ent Variables Lecture 1 Lectuzae 2 to fable 
III 7 18t 1'1" College Engliah o.;2i' 0.'1331 
III 10 Mean 8.S. -0.376 -0. 564H 
VI 7 1.t 1'1" College Engli.h 0.204- 0.22431 
TABLE XXII 
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STUDENT 
VARIABLES AlID NOTE-TAKING VARIABLE NO. 25: 
INSTANClIS OF UNDERLIBING 
Re:re1"ence student Varia bl •• Lecture 1 Lectuzae 2 to Tabl. 
I ; Reading • -0.247 -0.130 
II 9 2nd 1'1" Education 0.024 31 0.253 
II 10 Uean 8.S. 0.057 0.2,3431 
III 3 A.L -0.640- -O.6663!H 
III 6 .Mathe_tio. -0.634- -0.493 
III 10 .ean 8.S. -0.495 
-
-0.733 
VIII 2 Age 0.090 0.269-
VIII 4 AQ -0.268 
-
-0.131 
TABLB XXIII 
SIGNUICJ\.lIrl CORULATIONB STUDENT 
VARIA.BLBS AND NOTB..JlAKING VARIABLE • 26: 
CHANGES IN scaIPT STYLI 
Re:re:reDCC S tudent Va~1a bJ.e Lecture 1 Lecture 2 to fable 
II 1 School Cept. Maple: .... 0.282· -0.179 
II 9 2nd I'll" Education 0.255 • 0.200 
III 4 AQ 0.562· 0.131 
VI 9 2nd }'p Bdues tion 0.231 • 0.184 
VI 10 M.an 8.a. 0.087 0.219· 
VII 9 2M. YP Bducation O.24~ 0.211 
lfo alP11:tleant eop:rela t10a. was :found between note-taklnc 
Yapiable nl1llbe .. 27 (Ina~ees of Oapitaliaation) and any or 
the student Yariable •• 
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS STUDENT 
VARIABLES NOft-TAltIIII VARIABLlS NO. 28; 
USE OF SIas. SYMBOLS 
Reference Student Va .. able Lectupe 1 Leeture 2 to !able 
II 1 School a.pt. Mark O.25t' 0.129 
II 2 Afle -0.148 0.384-
SIGRD'ICA.lft' CO:ru:u£LATIONS BEftBD STlIDDT 
VARI.A.BLES NOTE-TAltING VARIABLE 29: 
USE OF INI'rIAL CAPITALS 
Referel1Qe Student Variable Leetl.l.1?e 1 Leetue 2 to Table 
I .5 ae.dins -0.3'4- -0.188 
II 1 School Cert. lfark -.0.280· -0.223 
II .3 AL -0. 339B -0.129 
II 5 :a.adUsi .. .... 0.338 ..0.132 
III 3 AL -0.62,· -0.535· 
III 5 Reading -0.604· -0.368 
III 6 Mathe .. ti.s -0.563· -0.516-
III 10 Mean S.S. -0.316 -0.661-
V 
.3 AL .. -0.389 -0.198 
VII 10 Xean s.s. .0.494- -0.099 
VIII 3 AL -0.403- -0.1S7 
VIII 5 ReacUn.i -0.411 
-
-0.159 
VIII 10 .ean 8.S. • -0.250 -.0.140 
.et*el"enee StU4eni Varlable L.e"v. 1 Lee~. 2 to 'able 
I 1 Suocl O."t. Mal"k .o.22o¥ .a.I"e" 
II 2. Ap 0.364- 0.0" 
IV 2. Ase 0.,0"- 0.216 
VI 7 1st Yr CoUeg. Ingllah -0 .. 005 0.2'1 • 
VIII 2 Age 0.321& 0.233 
VIII 1 18" Yr Colle .. llng11sh 0.130 0.31'-
Ret.renee St114ent Variable Lecture 1 Leetux-e 2 to Table 
II 2. Age • -0.2)4 0.f70 
II 4 AQ -o.29,Tl 0.030 
II 9 2D.4 Yr B4ueatle 0.230· 0.118 
III 6 Mathe_ti •• .0.073 
-0.'4'· 
SIGlfIFIOAJf.r CORRELATIOlfS STDDE:mr 
VARIABLBS A1fD lfOD~IlfG V ARL\.BLE '2: 
INS~CES ~ULA2IOI 
:aetez-enc. s t114.n" Vapiable Uetul'*. 1 Leet'l.U*. 2 to Table 
I 1 8oh.ol eel't. lark -0.007 
-0.4'2 
-
III 1 Sohool Capt. lIal'k 0.220 
-
-0.123 
III 2 AI- 0.01 0.,,0-
III 8 1et Yr Eduea:tlcm -0.273 0."1-
IV 2 A,la 0.0'1 0.38a-
VII 4- All 0.46"" -0.058 
VIII 1 Sehool Oel't. Mark .0.020 -0.'21-
VIII 2 ~. 0.061 0.44'-
SIGJiIlrICANT .... """" .... "..,. ......... ~ 
VARIABLES .AJil) NOTE-TAXING VARIABLE 
RATIO TO _.li,~.L:I'W 
Reference Stu48nt Variable Leetl:tl"e 1 z..ectue 2 to Table 
I , Rea41q -a. 26gB -0.1.53 
II 1 Sch •• l eert. hrk -0.250" -0.218 
-
III 3 AI.. -0.6,,,- -O.12~ 
III 5 R*8.41_ -0.532- -0.5'3-
III , h~_t1c. 
-0.'7'- -0.632 B 
III 10 •• an !Ii -0.144- -0.8008 
VIII .3 AL -0.248- -0.231 
VIII 5 Rea4.$.q -0.264- -0.18.5 
iIGlfDIO.A.l'r.r CORRELATIONS BBTWDN STUDEN'f 
VARIABLES AND NOB .... 1'AlUlfG VAR:tABLm NO. 341 
RATIO OF DTHODS PlIR 100 WODS 
lle:terence 8t1.l4eat Varuble L •• twe 1 Lec.rtve 2 to fable 
I , aea41J:t.8 ..0.215 II 
-0.13' 
II 1 BoheQl eel't. Mark .... 0.185 ..0.236-
II , :a •• tUng IE .... 0.240 -0.0.58 
III 3 AlA ..0.294 .... 0.580-
III 6 Mathe. tic. ...0.263 
-0.'73 IE 
III 10 Mean • .... 0.319 -0.',,-
VII 2 Ag. -o.44fJ'1 
-0.1" 
iIGlfIFICANf CORULATloliB 
VARI.ABLES AND HOTB-TAKING VARIABLI: HO. 35: 
BATIO TO 
Reference SlU4._ Varable Le.tve 1 Lectve 2. to Table 
I 1 School aex-t. Mark .... ().114 -o.25S-
I 2: Ap -0.328- -0.28,8 
II 1 School nez-t. lIa:rk -0.27'- -0.282-
II S Re.«1ag -0.261- -0.207 
III .3 AL -0.112 
-
-0.634-
III 4 AQ -O.64~ -0.588-
III 5 Re.fJ»g -0.698- -0.561-
III , Ita"hematice -0.734- -0.784" 
III 10 Mean 8 • -0.)27 -0.550-
IV 2 Ap 0.052 0.251 
-
VII 2 Age -o.5id! -0.1.'50 
VII , Mathematics 0.446 0.173 
VIII 1 Sohool Cert. ilapk -0.161 -0.282-
VIII 2. Age 0.085 0.266-
VIII .3 AL -0.241- -0.24'-
VIII 4 AQ -0.254- -0.218 
VlIl , Ra.4ing -0.329· -o.2801t 
AN ALtERNATIVR METHOD OF DESCRIBING THE RRLATIONSHIP 
BRTWEEN STUDRNT VARIABLES THE NOTR-TAKING 
BBHAVIOUlii VARIABLES 
It was considered possible that relationships other 
than those measured by linear correlation could exist 
72 
between the student variables and the note-taking behaviour 
variables. To this end, therefore, graphic representations 
were made of the relationship between the stanine distribu-
tions of student variables and mean perrormance on note-
taking behaviour variables. 
Most of the performance curves thus produced were 
inconclusive, and added little to the results of the study. 
There were Some, however, which indicated difrerences 
1n note-taking styles between students or varying 
ab11it1es, and wh1ch added inrormat1on to the linear 
correlations already presented. 
TheBe curveB are reproduced in Figures 3 to 7. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
AL Staninea 
FIGURE 3: COMPARISON BETNEEN STUDENT SCORES ON 
ADVANCEP AL AND MEAN NUMBER OF WORDS 
NOTED IN TNO LECTURES. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
AL Stanines 
FIGURE 4: COMPARISON BE'lWEEN STUDENT SCORES ON 
ADVANCED AL AND MEAN NUMBER OF LINES 
OF NOTESCRIPT USED I N TWO LECTURES. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Reading Comprehension Staninea 
FIGURE 5: COMPARISON BETWEEN STUDENT SCORES ON 
A.C.E.R. READING COMPREHENSION TEST AND 
MEAN NUMBER OF WORDS NOTED IN TWO LECTURES. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Reading Comprehension Staninea 
FIGURE 6: COMPARISON BETWEEN STUDENT SCORES ON 
A.C.E.R. READING COMPREHENSION TEST 
AND MEAN NUMBER OF INSTANCES OF UNDER-
LINING USED AS A METHOD OF EMPHASIS IN 
TWO LECTURES. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Second-year Education Staninea 
FIGURE 7: COMPARISON BETWEEN STUDENT PERFORMANCE 
ON SECOND-YEAR EDUCATION COURSES AND 
MEAN NUlffiER OF WORDS NOTED IN 1Y1O 
LECTURES. 
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RESULTS OF 
Student responses to each of the fourteen questions in 
the questionnaire are reported in Table XXXII. The reaponsea 
to each question are expreased in the right-hand column as a 
percentage of the total response to the item. 
In questions two, three and four, however, the number 
ot responses was dependent on the response to question one. 
Percentages are, therefore, also given for these items of the 
total number of responses to them. 
In question two, also, nine students indicated that they 
had received instruction in more than one institution. 
A copy of the questionnaire appears in Appendix F. 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES AND 
STUDENT VARIABLES 
Significant correlations were found to exist between 
eight student variablea and seven queationnaire items. This 
information is presented in Table XXXIII. 
Possible 
Bumb, 1" ResRoy,. illRWlGM 
'1.1 47 54.6 
34 39.5 
wot supe S 5.8 
-
Peroen tage 
of 'fotal 
:aesponsea to 
"Wlation 
Q.2 m Pria1"7 4 7.1 4.6 High Sehool 11 .30.6 19.1 
Colle.e 34 60.6 .5 
Oniversity 
1 1.1 1.6 
-
.1 
(9 8 tudente indioa tea that 
they bad receive4 instruction 
in more one institution) 
Q.3 11 12.8 
No • 1 Not sure 7 14.8 .1 
-41 54.6 
Q.4 {:l 8 11.0 9 12 25.5 13.9 22 46.1 .6 
Wo 5 1 6 5.8 
- -47 54.6 
( continued) 
TABLE XXXII ( 
QUluation Possible If'Ullber 
IYa!l1lr lesiens!_ lesien!!i!W Sample 
Q.5 (-> Ye. 37 43.0 
Ho 22 25.6 
Hot aure 8 9.3 
1"eaponae 19 .1 
- -
(b) Yea 76 
Ho 3 
Hot .ure 1 
response 6 
-
(c) Ye. 53 61.6 
16 18.6 
sure 4 4.6 
lfo l"'esponae 13 15.1 
- -
(4) Y •• 23 26.7 
lfo 21 24.4 
Hot aure 6 7.0 
Ho response 12 41.8 
-
Q.6 (a) Yes 42- 48.8 
Ho 34 39.5 
:lot sure 9 10.4-
lfo 1 1.6 
- -
( Yes 39.5 
lfo 46., 
9.) 
4 4.6 
Q.7 Yes 76.7 
1'0 1 18.6 
sure 3 3.4 
1'0 reaponse 1 1.6 
-
( continuad-) 
TABLE XXXII (continued) 
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 
Percentage Question Posaible Number or Total 
NUiber D.eaponsls le.uzop41pg Sagle 
Q.8 Yea 69 80.1 
No 10 11.6 
!fat aure 6 7.0 
!fa response 1 1.6 
-
Q.9 'Yea 32 37.2 
No 19 22.1 
Not aure 33 38.3 
No response 2 2.3 
-
Q.10 Yes 50 58.1 
Ko 17 19.8 
Not sure 15 17.4 
Ko reaponse 4 4.6 
- -
Q.11 Yea 27 31.4 
No 53 61.6 
Kot sure 5 5.8 
No response 1 1.6 
- -
Q.12 Alway. 3 3.4 
O:tten 4 4.6 
Sou;1mes 19 22.1 
Rarely 32 37.2 
Kever 26 30.2 
Ko reaponse '2 2.3 
- -
Q.13 Allla,-a 4 4.6 
Orten 1 1.2 
Soutimes 12 13.9 
Rare 1,. 38 44.2 
!fever 30 34.9 
No respona. 1 1.2 
-
( continued) 
Question 
I!y!ber 
Q.14 
TABLE XXXII (continued) 
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 
Possible Number 
Re!J22nses Rasl20ndiy 
Alwa7s 10 
Often 40 
Sometimes 27 
Rare17 2 
NeTer 1 
No response 6 
-
Percentage 
of Total 
Sa5I!l s 
11.6 
46.; 
31.4 
2.3 
1.2 
..l.!.f1 
'!ABLE XXXIII 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE WHICH CORRELATE 
SICJlfUICANTLY WITH 8 TUDElfT VARIABLES 
Questionnaire Student Variable No. 
Response No. 1 2 .3 4 .5 6 
2(0) 26· 31-
2(e) -72- 7flfJf 
4(a) 
4(0) 22· 30-
6(a) -23· -21· 
8 
12 -42- 3'· -24-
13 -36- 488 
Decimal points omitted. 
• p ::: < .0.5 
D P ::::: < .01 
10 
-23 • 
RELATIOKSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES AND 
KOTE-TAXING VARIABLES 
Significant correlations between responses to the 
questionnaire and note-taking variables measured in the first 
and second lectures are presented in Tables XXXIV and XXXV 
respectively. 
In the first lecture, forty-one sisnificant correlations 
were reported., of which twenty-thl'ee were positive and 
eighteen negative. In the second lecture, forty-two 
significant correlations were reported, twenty-four of which 
were positive and eighteen negative. 
Significant correlations between the same pairs of 
variables in both tables occur in eight instances. 
11 
12 
13 
16 
l' 
7 
-
8 11 12 1, 
IIOD-TAKING BEHAVIOUR VARIABLES 
III SBCORD LECTURE ITEMS 
I 1 2e 2. 4e .5b 5c 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 
11 -23· 
14 28- 2'· 2'- 27- "D 
is -21-
l' -2'- -22- _'3ft -2'-
17 22- 2'-
-2S· -,-,0 -29-
21 2~ 21- ,,-
22J1 2'- 2'- 2'-
2SJl 
g -2'-
..... 25 _21 J1 p j -21- -2, 
-
-21-
J 27 21· -'1- -2,· 
.!lit 2'-., 
! 29 2'-
0 24- 2'- -2'-• 30 
32 5'- 21· 
3' 21-
34 -2'-
3S 25· 
Decimal pointe omitted • 
.5 yariabl.e &bowed no tion. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS : LIKlnTIONS 
OF THE SfUDY : SOD IMPLICATIONS 
AND SUGGKSTIONS FOR PORTHIll US&A.RCH 
In the pr.yious ehapt..r, an ana17aia or the result.s 
relating to the re •• aroh ft1poth •••• and to the que.tionnaire 
wa. pres.nu4. 
the Ta1i41 t7 ot the tinding., to indicate .0_ or the 
lmplications inyolYed, to Ai.cue. the limitationa or the 
.tud, and to sugg •• t the po •• ibility 
.tudie. in this field. 
Thl. ehapter 1. 41yided into thr.. main •• ctions. 
Pir.tl" a. the ma~or ob~ectiye of the reaearch was an 
attempt to describe the not ... taking praetic •• or .econd-7ear 
T.acher.' Coll.ge student., the di.cu •• lon ha. been arranged 
to inc1u4e all those categories or students m.ntioned in the 
taking behayiour. are discus.ed und.r the :b.eating. or .tudent 
age, s.x, acad.mic abilit" •• a.ur.d intelligenc., C011 •• e 
performane., and Uniy.r.it, .uee •••• 
S.eondly, it wa. thought de.irabl. that t:b.e.rrectiv.ne •• 
or the note-taking Yariable. a. de.eripti.,.. mea.ure. .hould be 
diseu.s.d under a.parate headings, ror the ov.rall signiri-
cane. or any one Yariable waa not i .. ediately el.ar rrom a 
• tu~ or the six student categories. Each or the twenty-tiv • 
note-taking behaTiour varlable. (.ee Appendix C) 18, there-
for., brietly dlacuaaed. 
Thirdly, the reault. of the queatloDnalre wl11 be 
41.cu.aed, and related to the preceding two .eetlona. 
!he neeeaa! t7 to impose .0_ lim! ta tlon on the s 1_ ot 
the study led the lnvestigator to diacuaa only algnitieant 
tendenele. wi thin each ae.tlon, rather than to attempt a 
detailed analyst. of every aTal1able piece of information. 
It waa oona1dered that the moat lmportant result of a 
deseriptlTe atudy ot thla nature would be to iD410ate thoae 
areaa of atu47 whicdi .ight orz-ant tu%"thez- inv.atiga tloa. 
1 .. ACADllfIC ABILlft 
Although all thz-ee aiudent vaz-iable. z-epre.enting 
aca4e.10 abl11ty ahowed .1plt'1cant correlation wlth aot.-
tak1Dg behaTs.our (... !able I), one in partlculaz- - .eore. 
on A.C. Readina Comprehenaion (1'er. 'I) - appeared to 
p~T14e a 'escrlpt!"'e pattern ot .orrelatlaas afte.ting both 
the ",olwae and atl'*UO ture ot note-laklng. 
1'ro. the aTal18ble data, it could be aald that atud.nt. 
1 ••• words in both lecture., us.d tewer line., wrote conaid-
erab17 tewer oomplete sentence a and unlts Of noteaoript than 
0.10. those who acored lower on the t •• t. 
acore as 
between 
was 
on 
sexes, 
13 this 
A study the mean acores 
male and female students on any of 
(aee Appendix E) no conaistent 
be the sexes. 
taking 
III.} 
one 
the mannsr 
School 
sex, 
our do 
It seems 
less use 
to exist. 
, it 
ial 
r use me 
s 
no te-taklng 
( 
note-
s II 
use 
a description of 
_ ................ , 
is 
to 
higher 
, these 
manner. 
with lower 
School In .eneral, 811pl07 tewer 
exception to this .eneralisation, 
, is lr uae algns and S7Mbola, which -7 retlect 
a sreater abi11t7 to conceptua11 •• and to retr1eve coded 
intorma t 1 on. increaaed use ot thia variable, hOW'ever. 
do •• not aUect the ra t10 of' methode of' emphas1a to the total 
yolume ot notea because ot the .lgniticant reductiona in other 
"alda" to not.-.taking. 
:reI' male student. in the _-.ple. on the other hand, 
Sehool Cert1f1ca te marka appear to haYe no slp1t"icant 
relat10nahlJ to note-tak1q' behavi."v. 
'rhe .CON. or remale .tudenta on A.C.B.J.. J.ea41q 
Co-.prehenalon Te.t (:ror. Y) al.o appear to be related to 
certain tn •• of' note-taldna behaTlov. Student. a.oriDS 
h.iShl7 on thia te.t tended to take a l.er Tolume ot notea 
and to nae le •• _thoda of eJlllhaai. than d1dother aub-sroup •• 
Male atudent. conai4ered under thia catesoP7 appear to 
haTe e.,en more diatinct ncte-taking atTllu" Thoa. wh.o acor. 
hlsh.17 on the teat tend, tor eD-.ple, to u.e aicn1ticant17 
.t •• er cOJQlete .enteneea in their not •• , but Ilflke extena1T. 
ThaT. too, uae towel' _thoa.. ot e-.pb.i. in proportion to 
their total To11.:ille of not.. than do ei the!' ale or :real • 
• tudents who score 10W'er on the teat • 
• ignificant correlation whatsoever wa. rQUnd betw.en 
the scores on .C.E.R. Katheatica and the note-takiDS 
behaviour var1ables for female atudenta in t:b.e sample. 
For male studenta, hewever, this category showed the 
atructure ot note-taking to be very sign1ficantly altered. 
Aa _1. atudent acorea on A.C.E.R. Mathematlca increased, ae 
41d the chancea that their notea would contain s1gniticantly 
They used underlining and 
enumeration, tor example, on tewer occaalons than so.e other 
grou,plng. wl thin the :male studeni data. 
The rever.e situation Occurred when atudents were 
categorlaed according to their succ.s. on second-year 
~eacherst Oollege couraes ln Bducatlon. Whl1st the note-
taking of _le atud~ta appeared unrelated to acore. on this 
variable, that of temale studenta showed signlficant correla-
tion.. Th ••• , however, tended to be poaltlve correlatlona, 
whereaa preVious categorles mentioned had largely contalned 
negat1ve correlatlons. 
Female students who acored well in .econd-year Education 
cour.es appeared not only to condense the net.s they took into 
larger lUll t., but also to USe more .e thods ot eQhasla, 
e.pec1al·17 lmderlinlng, changes 1n script • ty18, and en'Wller-
atlon. Thi. evidenee to sugge.t the:t succe •• at the Teachers' 
College i. related to the ,,"olume ot notes taken is supported 
graphically in Figure 7. 
Success at Teachers t College was aleo .easured by student 
mean scores on syllabus study course., and although thls 
variable appeared unrelated to temale student note-taking, the 
;;nf. 
data for male students showed s1gn1f1cant correlat1ons in both 
volume structure. It appears that male students who 
score more highly on College syllabus study courses tend to 
take fewer units of note-scr1pt than any other male classifi-
cation, and that within this reduced volume notes the ratio 
of methods of emphasis to both worda and lines, especially the 
use of underl1ning and of initial capitals, is also reduced. 
Taking the whole sample into account, it could not be 
said w1 th any degree of certainty that note-taking behaviour 
waa markedly affected by the age of the students. 
As the reaults presented in Table IV show, significant 
relationsh1pa were discovered between this student variable 
and six of the note-taking behav10ur var1ables. In general, 
however. these s1gnificant relationships existed in one 
lecture only, and were not well supported by the results t~o. 
the other lecture. 
The exceptions to this general tendency toward inconsis-
tency were the indications that older stUdents tended to 
structure their notes to a greater degree than did younger 
stUdents. This was most noticeable in the use of indentation, 
and, to a lesser extent, tabulation. It seems possible that 
matur1ty and experience may provide a greater recognition ot 
the need for aystem and structure in lecture notes, and thl. 
suggestion is aupported by responses to questionnaire items 
related to re-reading and emphasising notes. More likely 
atill, , the probability that the note-taking 
behaviour of older s is a reflection of attitudes 
toward College work and, through it, to a career chosen later 
1n life. 
In all probability, the inconSistency of the results 
could be explained by the relatively small number of students 
in this particular .ample who.e age. deviated markedly trom 
the mean. Li ttle knowledge was to be gained, therefore, by 
tabulating the correlatiOD.l.l between age and .ex, which may 
have proved interesting had there been a greater divergence 
in the ages of the sample. 
The moet noteworthy teature of Table V, show1ng the 
significant correlations between measures ot intelligence and 
student note-taking variables, is probably the eonsistent 
negative directional tendency of the correlations, rather 
than the correlations themselves. It appears that more 
intelligent students, especially those scoring well in language 
oriented intelligence tests, note l.ss words, fewer complete 
sentences, and use tewer initial capitals in their notes. 
They do not, however, use Significantly different overall 
space tor their notes, nor does the proportion of methods of 
emphasiS to total volume vary sign1ficantly from that of other 
students. 
leas 
to 
,. 
, 
better in 
ir notea. 
on 
s 
notes. 
in 
coursea write le •• complete 
VI aa 
couraes_ 
on aex 
waa 
Aa student. acor highly on othel' measures of 
College performance, however, these .tudents leave signifi-
cantly tewer spaces in their note-scripts -- a feature which 
tend. noted ( ) with 
to of 
6. UNIVERSITY SUCCESS 
The scattered nature of .ign1ficant correlations 
reported in Table VII appear. to auggeat that tnes. result. 
may not be con.istent and ahould be interpret.d with caution. 
'there is an indication that metho4a empha.i. are u.ed 
differently by successful university student. as increases, 
reverse being true of those without university success. 
The limitatiQns concerning age in this aample have alrea47 been 
noted ( 93) and may have influenced theae correls tions. 
BII mE BO'fl-TAXING BBHAVIOUR VARIABLIS 
(Note. .ean acop.. and. .tan4ard. deT1& tions wi tnin eaeh 
of the note-taking Tariables are reported in Appendix E for 
the whole sample, ror male and female students, and for those 
with and without university succesa.) 
It aeems reaaGOable to aa.um8 that the number of vorda 
noted will decline a. the academic ability and intelligence 
of the .tudent increaae.. Skill with language, and the abilit7 
to analyae and aynthe.i •• , muat lead to more concise note-
taking behaviour. ~t this assumption i. correct is 
confirmed in Table IX. This table, howevep, doe. not reveal, 
as doe. Figure 3. that the dee11ne also exist. in the opposite 
direction, and that students whose language and comprehension 
skills are weakest also take rewer notes. This would hardly 
ensure such students or an equal chance ir the lecture notes 
were to be used as resource material for subsequent 
exa.1na tions. 
It should be noted also that the whole sample was 
necessary to produce the negative linear correlation, and 
that no sub-group reported correlations at significant levels 
although tendencies in this direction did exist. 
The positive correlations in Table IX appear to be 
explained by the different demands made upon stUdents by 
TeaChers' College course., which, throughout the study, have 
consistently been seen to counter prevailing tendencies. 
2. BUDBR OF LINES 
As an indicator of the total volume of notes, this 
variable tends to confirm that high language and reading 
ability is associated with a smaller volume of notes, and 
presumably with greater reliance upon memory and reference 
skills. 
The conflict or tendencies in the age classification in 
Table X appears to warrant further investigation, although 
there appears to be many other factors which influence the 
note-taking behaviour of older stUdents. 
3. NUDER OF SPACES 
In three out or four indicators or success at Teachers' 
II t tended 
College 
cour8es was re to 
ir notescripts. thus 
belier that success in 
volume of notes taken. 
tiona 
could 
On 
single except to 
XI 
II in 
to succeS8 
it 
of negative correla-
t significa.nce. It 
~~ww. Certificate 
to the 
a style note-
tSe 
that 
in 
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XII further confirms 
to 
in 
se skills to their note-taking 
skills tend 
eliminate 
unnecessary verbiage. 
A study of the mean scores and deviations for 
the major sub-groups of students, along with the information 
contained in Table XIII, appears to indicate that this variable 
was not, in itself, a satisfactory indicator of note-taking 
style. Very little difference exists between any of the 
group of students, and those significant correlations which 
are reported are inconsistent. Other measures of note-taking, 
however, involving this variable in ratiOS, do show consistent 
significant results. 
6. ABBREVIATIONS (i) (TRtrBCATED WORDS) 
Whereas the probable aim of all instructional texts in 
the field is to develop consistency in note-taking styles, 
Table XIV provides evidence to Buggest that, for this sample 
of students at least, this aim is far from being achieved. 
Observation of the actual notescripts confirmed that many 
students appeared to shorten or stylise words inconsistently, 
both within the same lecture. and between the two lectures. 
On the surface, it appears that this would indicate a lack of 
instruction an~or practice in note-taking. On the other 
hand, however, the unknown personal factors applying in every 
lecture situation could account for at least some part of this 
inconSistency. 
1. ABBREVIATIONS (11) (STANDARD PORMS) 
The three Significant correlations reported 1n Table XV 
are undoubtedly related through the proportion of female 
students involved. The possibility cannot be discounted, 
however, that mathematical ability as measured in the A.C.E.R. 
Advanced AQ test is related to note-taking style, especially 
in the manner in which students use standard abbreviations to 
structure their notes. 
8. RATIO OF LINES TO SPACES 
The association between larger 'blocks' of notescript 
and success at the Teachers' College is nowhere better demon-
strated than in Table XVI. Consistent correlatioDBover the 
two lectures appear to indicate that student expectations of 
College courses, and the results they obtain, are reflected in 
the tendency for high achievers to take a large volume of notes. 
9. RATIO OF WORDS TO LINES 
Ko significant correlations were discovered between this 
measure and any of the student variables, indicating a general 
consistency in this aspect of note-taking. 
10. RATIO OF ABBREVIATIONS (i) PER 100 WORDS 
The inconsistent results for this variable make possible 
the assumption that the two lectures demanded differing 
techniques of note-taking according to the level of comprehen-
sian of individual students. There seems no good reason, 
however, for students who take notes in a consistent manner to 
alter their proportional use of certain teChniques in any 
lecture situation. 
1 
The conclusion appears to valid, therefore, that the 
use this particular aspect of note-taking is a matter of 
chance for most students. 
11. RATIO OF WORDS TO UNITS 
This variable, too, appears to be of little use in 
distinguiahing between grou»s of students, although the fact 
that the only significant correlation reported was concerned 
with a measure of quantitative thinking may be worthy of later 
investigation. 
12. RATIO OF COMPLETE SOTENCES TO tlNITS 
Every student variable shown in Table XIX to be related 
to this measure was concerned with intelligence or language 
Skill. In every case, also, the correlation confirmed that 
the students with higher abilities in these fields used less 
complete sentences among their units of notescript. 
13. RATIO OF WORDS TO SPACES 
Further evidence is shown in Table XX to confirm the 
tendencies already noted concerning success at Teacherst College. 
14. RATIO OF UNITS TO LINES 
In the few Significant correlations reported between 
student variablea and this meaaure in Table XXI, there is the 
suggestion that not only do successful Teachera t College 
students take larger 'blockst of unbroken notescript, but that 
1 
they actually concentrate more units notescript into a 
given area than do other groups. These results should 
treated tentatively, however, as some conflict is evident, 
and as two of the three correlating variables involved the 
scores of male students, of whom only a reasonably small 
number were included in the sample. 
15. INSTANCES OF UHDERLINING 
Most noteworthy of all the significant correlations 
reported in Table XXII are those which show clearly that two 
groups of female students use this method of emphaSis to • 
Significant degree, whilst three groups of male students ahow 
a significantly infrequent use of the method. Academic 
ability and language akill also seem to be related to a 
negative use of the method, despite sex di~erencest whilst 
older students tend to use the method more frequently and 
consistently. 
As underlining is one of the moat commonly recommended 
methods of emphaSising main points to be found in texts on 
study skills, the results presented in Table XXII are perhaps 
of greater significance than most. 
16. CHANGES IN SCRIPT STYLE 
As in the previous variable, it appears that high academic 
ability is associated with less frequent use of methodB of 
emphasiB, whereas Buccessful students at Teachers' College tend 
to use such methods more frequently_ 
1 
OF MD SYDOU 
In general, an inconclusive measure, although one aspect 
has already been discussed (page 90). Observation of the 
notescripts indicates that few students conaiatently use 
these methoda of emphaais. 
18. USE OF INITIAL CAPITALS 
One of the most striking aspects facing tbe investigator 
when studying the notescripts of students was the use of 
capital letters in the initial position throughout the scripts, 
often exceeding the formal requirements of English prose. 
Table XXV presenta strong linear trends to show the talling use 
of this variable as intelligence and academic ability risea. 
It appears that this variable could be a hindrance to the 
learning effectiveness ot many students as it does not appear 
to be a deliberate method of emphaais, but rather an habitual 
style. It could also be said, how.ver, that those who .core 
highly on m.aaur.s of intelligence and of academic ability 40 
not necessarily succ.ed at Teachers t College or Univer.ity and 
that, theretore, this variable ia simply an individual matter 
which ia not relat.d to learning .ftectiven •••• 
19. IN8~CE8 OF INDENTING 
Thia variable is one of the most favoured aids to note-
taking auggested by text-books on m.thods ot study. It 
appears, however, that stUdents ot high academic ability tend 
1 
to ignore its use. It is PQssible that such students have 
developed sufficient cQnfidence in their own ability to use 
their nQtes that mQre formalised systems are unnecessary. 
The infQrmatiQn presented in Table XXVI shows, with a 
degree €If certainty, that the use of indenting increases with 
age. Many factQrs probably influence this result, nQt least 
of which would be the Qlder students' desire to retain as 
much knowledge as possible and to employ systems which would 
assist in this resard. 
20. USE OF ENUMERATION AND USE OF TABULATION 
Quite clearly the use of these two variables is greatly 
affected by the mann.r in which the lecture is presented, 
and its subject matter. This was the case in the present 
study, where it was felt by the investigator that the second 
lecture material was more readily tabulated than that of the 
first lecture. The results presented in Tables XXVII and 
XXVIII tend to be inconclusive, but suggest that already 
noted tendencies for students scoring more highly on measures 
of academic ability to use less methods of emphasis, and for 
older students to use more. are confirmed. 
21 • RATIO OF METHODS OF EMPHASIS TO LINES 
The three variables to be considered, of which this 
is the first, were intended as summarising measures of the use 
of the preceding eight variables, which were meaaured 
104 
separately, and ir effect upon the total volume ot notes 
taken. In Table XXIX is 'presented sufficient evidence to 
that both male and female students of higher academic 
abili ty and male students generally tend to use significantly 
fewer of these .ethods of emphasis per line than do stUdents 
of lower academic ability or female students generally. 
It 1s unlikely that the lower use of emphasis b;y these 
two groups is caused by the same factors. The investigator 
believes the t the reduced use of emphasis by male students 
probably reflecta attitudea rather than abilitiea, although 
further inveatigatlon would be necessary to subatantiate thia 
belief'. 
22. RATIO OF U'fHOnS OF EMPHAS IS PBR 100 WORDS 
Very aim11ar commenta can be made concerning this 
variable. The choice of one hundred words waa an arbi tral"Y 
one, but the resul ta appear to confirm the t the Kroupa 
diacUBaed under the previous variable did, in tact, uae 
methods of emphaaia coneistently and in similar proportione 
throughout their notea. 
23. RATIO OF METHODS OF EMPHASIS TO UNITS 
Although the inveatigator' a definition of 'unita' of 
noteacript waa not a aueceaa as an indication of the volume 
of notes, the concept appeara to have some relevance when 
used in conjunction with other variablea. Reaults preaented 
1 
in Table XXXI again confirm t:penda noted in the preceding ''flO 
.. Itia noticeable that, taken oyer the whole 
__ .......... "". the note-taking behaviour older Btudenta containa 
elementa which are quite contra~ to the trends aet b7 
academically able, by more intelligent studenta, and by male 
atudentB generally_ The poaitive correlation. between thia 
meaaure and euccea.ful univeraity atudent, with higher 
quantitative i:o:'elligence acore. _y be worth noting, but 1_ 
an i.olated inatanee. 
C. RBSPONSES TO THE QUiSTIONRAIRI 
The tourteen lte. queationn.ai:pe (a copy ot which -7 be 
found in Appendix 1') waa deSigned to provide a'Qporting 
intor-.tion tor the re.ult. from the atu4y ot the a,udent.' 
notescripta. !he responses, pre.ented in Table XXXII. do in 
:fact portray a picture of note-taking instruction which 
confirms aome of the tendenCies alrea4y noted in thi' atuAJ. 
It appeara that only ,lightl.y more than half ~ sample 
of atudenta have ever received instruction in note-taking 
akil.le. Yet. in ract, ever7 _tudent in the eample ha4 taken 
part in _hort couraes in stndy skilla, which included note-
taking, during firat-year coupeea at the College. The 
queationnaire reapona.a have obvioua implications for the 
effectiveneea of the teaching aa well aa for the quality of 
atudent note-taking. 
Moat aignificantly perhap., po.itive .ignificant 
1 
correlation8 are in XXXIII be"' ... "I ...... 'I"'I 
scores on AL intelligence and on .C. Compre-
hen8ion, and those who admit to having received note-taking 
instruction. It could be argued, it seema, that a pre-
disposition exists in those o:f' certain language abilities 
recognise elements of instruction which are not apparent to 
others. It could also be argued that couraes instruction 
in these skills are not valuable to student. who :f'ail to 
recognise them :f'or what they purport to be. 
These arsuaente appear to be supported by the reaponaes 
to ite. :five, a high proportion or the .... note ... 
taking instruction as desirable at high sehools (88 per cent.) 
and at Teachera t College (61.6 per cent.). The fact that a 
higher proportion or stud~ta saw the need :f'or instruction 
betore coming to College JlSy indicate a beliet that tbe,. 
individual sk!118 cannot b. greatl~ altered later in lite. 
Alternatively, it indicate a :f'81t need i8 a 
result of the demana. of high school courses. 
In either case, there appears to be a wide divergence 
between is felt by the students to be neCCUJUr7, and the 
aituation which is aeen to exiat. 
Althougb questionnaire responses suf:f'er trom tba draw-
back that they may repre.ent a variety Qf interpretations o:f' 
the sam. question, the reaponses to ite. 6(b) cannot be 
looked upon with any great sat1a~act10n by instructor.. It 
less than 40 per cent. of student. consider that they have a 
1 
consietent lecture note-taking style, then there appears to 
be a great 1 of room for inatruction in more efficient 
methods, aad presumably in more efficient learning as a 
result. 
A higher proportion of the sample admittedly expre.ee4 
satiefaction (item 10) with their note-taking for leaming 
purpo.e., but the qUeation of efficiency i. still relevant. 
Perhaps the moat clear-cut conrlict in the whole atu~ 
waa the respona. of two groupa to items twelve and thirteen 
of the question:oalre, aa pre •• nted in Table XXXIII. Very 
significant eorrelatlans are presented to .how that students 
whoee aca4emic abillt7, ae measured b7 School Certi~icate 
_rkis, i. higher than that of other atudent. tend not to 
rewrite or a44 to their lecture note., a.eepite the :tact that 
mo.t f How to Study· $exta recOommend tllie pracrtlce. 
Older .tudent., on the other hand, tend to behave in 
quite the rever.e manner, but whether thi. reflect. abilit7 
or attitude i. a question that could onl7 be anawered b7 
further reaearch. 
D. CORCLUSIONS 
Thia atud7 ha. attempted to provide a description of 
the note-taking behaviour in lecture. of second-lear .tudent. 
The result. of the 
atudy can be summarised in tar.. of four ma~or outcomes. 
In the first place J it has been shown tha t the note-
108 
taking behaviour sueh students varies significantly, both 
in qUantity and structure t accor41ng to variables contained 
within the studenta themselvea, or within their backgrounds. 
fhe volume of note.taking is related eapec1a117 to the 
intellectual ability of the atudent aa meaaured on A.C.E.R. 
Advanced.AL, and to the student' a ab111t7 at nading compre-
henaion aa meaaured by the A.C.E.li. Higher Level Readins 
Suceeaa in some Teachera t 
College courae. is alao related to the volume or note-taking, 
and all three va1*1ables mentioned above are significantly 
correlated with the manner in which .econd-year students 
at1*Ueture their lecture note •• This latter p1*Ocess is also 
• ignificantly related to the sex of the student, to h1s or 
her age, and to preVious aoa4emic attainment as measured b7 
School Certificate performance, 
Secondly, the results of the study tend to support the 
claims of Hartley and Cameron1 that tests of ncall are 
appears to be strong evidence to suggest that student. of 
10.e1* intelligence and those les. skilled in the use of 
language a1*e at a great disadvantage in formal lecture 
situations. It is unlikely that .uch atudents could take 
notes of sufficient quality to enable them to do the.a.1Tes 
3uatice in a te.t of 1*eeall baaed on lecture material. 
on akill. are cona 
high intelligence and Of hish academic abilii7_ 
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1 • S IllI OF 'I'm: SAllPLB 
Although the reaulting 1nformatiaa would neee.aitat. a 
of investigators, rather than one person, it waa felt 
that a comprehen.ive deacription of note-taking behaviour 
would involve a much larger aample of student. than the 
110 
wae to ot' male 
cularly, repre.entatlve 
men to women in thi. intake, created a 
.erious limitation to conclusion. which could validly 
drawn from the reeulte. 
introduction a eecond lecture wae an attempt to 
overcome the critici •• which, it .eema, can be fairly 
levelled at mo2It .tudie. of note-taking. Thi. , in iteelf, 
became a limitation however, tor the inconei.tencie. of note-
taking thu. revealed created more que.tione tban they .upplie& 
ana-ers to. It appear. ibat a .eri •• of lectur •• would be 
nece.sary to achieve a true picture ot' note-taking behaviour. 
Every lecturer in a formal, large group situation i. 
a great extent unaware ot' the attitude. which each .tudent 
bringe to hie class. The result. of thi. .tudy are undoubt-
edly influenced by each individual studentts attitude to the 
Teachers' College, to the SUbJect, to the lecturer, to the 
physical environment in which the lecture was giVen, to the 
Wle or note., to the value 
the Uni ver.i tj'". 
.tud7, and, in SOIle ea.es, to 
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IMPLICATIONS AND INDICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
With the proyia. that the result. this stud7 are a 
deacription or the note-taking behaviour of a representative 
aa~le of studenta drawn trom one intake at a particular 
Teachera- College. it appeara that the following i~licationa, 
at lea.t. could be drawn trom the concluaiona. 
1 • Such couraea in a tudl' akilla, &Ad ealleciall7 in note-
taking, aa are :p~oTi4ed 1n Teacher.' Collegea or 
aimilar inatitutiona might well be deviaed with atudent 
Tariablea 1n mind, I"ather than preaented in 'blanket' 
torm to all atudenta. They could, tor exa~le, be 
tailored to aui t the needs of atudenta with var7iq 
degreea ot reading ability, or of Tarioue age groupa. 
In particular, the relationahi:p between peraonalit7 
and nQte-takiq, as yet unexplored, appears to warrant 
specitic investigation. The ettect ot per80»&lii7 upon 
learning 8tylea aeems to be very relevant io current 
reaearch into linguistica and lecture efteciiYeneaa, and 
to atudie. ot lecturer 'output' Yeraua atudent ·lnput'. 
2. It aore ettietent learning would indeed enaue trom a 
greater uae of atmy lIethode l"ecoJlJlended by texta in the 
.ub~eet, then atudent. at preaent ancc.eding in Teachera' 
College couraea could be aasisted to achieve e.en 
hiiher levela. 
There appears to b. a need tor caretully controlled 
atudi.a of the ertect of intenaive study akill coursea 
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APPENDIX A 
S'rATBIEN~ JlADE TO WITHIN 
TBI INITIAL LECTUllE SAMPLJ£ 
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As part of a reaearch pro ject in th1B College, I all 
investigating the various styles of note-taking used by 
students in lectures. To do this, it is necessary to 
obtain a aelection of lecture notes trom a large number of 
students. 
For this reason, I will ask you to help Ile by lending 
to Ile, after the examination which concludes this course, 
your complete set of lecture notes trom the course. 
The notes will remain your property, and will be 
returne4 to you, although this may possibly be early next 
year. 
I would stress that the notes would not leave my keeping 
whilst on lean, and would not be available to anyone but 
myself. 
I would also str ••• that your lecture notes would have 
no bearing whatsoever on the assessment you receive in the 
cour.e. The whole basia of aaaeasment i. as found in the 
course outline. 
Should any of you be intereated in the reaults of the 
researCh, I would, of course, be very please4 to discusa 
its progress with you at any time, and I hope to eventually 
be able to report back to all those groups who took part. 
Thank you. 
APPINDIX B 
TIm STUDENT VARIABLIS 
vlrlable 10. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
10 
THE STUDENT VARIABLES 
!it.e 
School Certificate Mark 
Age in Years 
Performance on A.C.E.R. AdTanced AL 
12 
Performance on A.C.E.R. Advanced AQ 
Performance on A.G.E.R. Reading 
Comprehension (Higher Level) J'orm Y. 
Performance on A.O.E.H. Mathematics 
Performance on J'il'at Year College English 
course •• 
Performance on Firat Year Iducation 
COurIlUUS. 
Performance on Second Year Education 
courses. 
Mean performance on Syllabua Studies 
courses. 
APPDDIXC 
Variable :No. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
mE NOTE-TAKING BEHAVIOUR VARIABLES 
Tttl. 
Number or Words 
Number of' Lin •• 
:Number of' Spac •• 
:Number of' Sentence. 
:Number of' Discrete Unit. 
Number of' Abbreviations 
( 1) Trunca ted Word. 
Number of' Abbreviations {ii} Standard Form. 
Katio of' Line. to Space. 
Ra tio of' Worda to Line. 
1 
Ratio of' Abbreviations (i) per 100 Worda 
Ratio of' Word. to Unit. 
Ratio of' Sentence. to Unit. 
Ratio of' Warda to Space. 
Batio of' Units to Lines 
Ins tances of' Underlining 
Instances of Changes in Script St71e 
Instances of' Capitalisation 
In.tances of Sians and 57mbols 
Instances of' Initial Capitals 
Instance. Of Indenting 
Instance. of Enumeration 
Instance. ot Tabulation 
Ratio of' Method. of EmphaSis to Lines 
Ratio of Methods of' Emphasis per 100 
Words 
Ratio of' Method. of' EmphaSis to Units 
APPENDIX D 
SAMPLES OF STUDENTS' NOTESCRIPTS PROM 
!BE FIRST LECTURE 
I. Male, 20 years, 4 University units, 
AL stanine 8, Reading stanine 8. 
II. Male, 21 years, 4 University units, 
.AL S tanine 6, Reading S tanine 7. 
III. Pemale, 20 years, 1 University unit, 1 failure, 
AI. S tanine 6, Reading S tanine 9. 
IV. Female, 19 years, AL Stanine 4, Reading 
Stanine 4. 
v • FellS.le, 20 years, AL S tanine 3, Reading 
Stanine 4. 
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APPD1UX II 
',liABLE XXXVI 
DAlfS AlU) STAJIlAlm DEVIATIONS 
O:r STUDD'f SCORBS 01' 
'1'111 lfO'l'B-TAXING UHAVIOUR VARIABLES 
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TABLE XXXVI 
Jm.A.NS AID STANDARD DBnATIONS 
OlP STUDD! SCORES ON 
THE NOTE-TAXING BlmAVIOUR VARIABLES 
LECTURE 1 LBC'J.'llRE 2 
•• an S.D, .I. an 
.i!.L 
VARIABLE NO. 111 ImDD: 
OF WOImS 
All pOUlla 149.89 35.36 135.21 41.66 
All women 154.62 34.56 133.68 41.83 
All men 126,60 29.55 142.73 39.96 
All with uni ta 138.80 26.09 128.40 37,32 
All without unit. 153,11 37,01 137.18 42.63 
VARIABLE 1'0. 12: ItJMBBR 
0:' LIDS 
All group. 3§,a6 7.20 34.92 11.25 
All women 36.14 7.00 33.66 9.92 
All men 30.93 6.61 41.13 14,83 
All with uni ts 30.'5 6.09 31.75 9.27 
All without uni t_ 36.52 7.01 35.84 11.60 
V ARIABLB 1'0. 13: NUMBER 
OF SPACES 
All g1'oUll- 5.00 2.98 3.82 3.89 
All women 4.98 2.88 3.44- 3.15 
All men 5.06 3.45 5.66 6.08 
All with unit. 4.20 2.29 3.15 2.53 
All without unit_ 5.23 3.12 4.01 4.18 
VARIABLE NO. 141 lfUItBD 
OJ' 8DTBCE8 
All «poUll. 6.57 2.99 3.69 2.23 
All women 6.78 3.01 3.79 2.27 
All men 5.53 2.68 3.20 1.93 
All w1 th uni ta 5.40 2.45 3.40 2.20 
All without unita 6.91 3.05 3.78 2.23 
VARIABLE NO. 15: NUMHR 
OF DISCRETE UNITS 
All groupa 29.37 5.88 28.82 9.00 
All women 29.89 5,84 28.28 7.96 
All men 26.80 5.39 31.46 12.62 
All w1 th uni ta 27.45 4.46 26.00 6.64-
All wi thout uni ta 29.92 6.12 29.05 9.56 
TABLE OF M&AliS AND ST.A.NDA.RD DEVIATIOBS 
OF STUDlmT SCODS OB 
1'D BOTI-'fAXlBG BUAVIOUR VAllIABLBS 
.. (Conthlued) 
LEOTmUI 1 LICTtJllB 2 
132 
_ L.L. _ .LJh. 
YARIABLE 11'0. 1': BVDD 
01' A1IlUVlATIOM 
(1) TJUJBOATED WORDS 
All DOQ8 
All wo._ 
All_a 
All wl th u:al ta 
All wlthn, ulta 
YARIABL:1£ 11'0. 171 BUDD 
OJ' ADlUfYIATIOM 
( 11) StiJmA.JQ') "US 
All.1"O\I;Ia 
All we .. ll __ 
All w1ill uiiB 
All .. I tIl •• t _"t8 
YARlA1JLlI 11'0. 18 I ItAlIo OF 
LIlilI8 TO aPACBI 
All Jil"oQa All wo __ 
AU.n 
All with _lta 
All wi t.hov:t _1 t. 
VAllIAllLB BO. 19. BATIO OJ' 
W 0JID1iJ TO LIQS 
All srGQ8 
All wo .. n 
All_n 
All w11b. unl ta 
All w1 thout 'tin! ta 
YARIABLB BO. 20: RATIO OF 
A1IBUVIATI ONa (1) F. 
100 WORJ)l 
All Sl'o\Qlla 
All wo .. _ 
All_n 
All w1 tll u:a1 ta 
All without unl ta 
0." 0.90 
1.22 
1.09 
0.91 
DANS A:ND STANDARD DIVIATIONS 
OF STUDDT seaus Olf 
'to NOTB .. TAXllfG BBHAVIOUi VARIABLES ( Con:U.D.uful) 
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LECWU 1 LIOTURlI 2 
•• aD. . S.D, I"R IIR. 
VARIABLE 1'0. 21. RATIO OF 
WOGS 1'0 WITS 
All. s"eug8 5.14 0.88 4.75 0.85 
All we_D. ,.22 0.81 4.74 0.19 
Al.l _eD. 4.15 0.82 4.71 1.12 
All with u:nl". 5.08 0,01 4.57 0.80 
Al.l wi theut tmlta 5 .• 15 0.93 4.80 0.86 
VARIABLE ]JO. 221 llATIO OJ' 
8l1lftl11CBS TO nna 
All "o'Qa 0.22 0.10 0.13 0.09 
All wo_ea 0.23 0.10 0.14 0.09 
AU .,D. 0.20 0.09 0.11 0.08 
All w*;~ &.lta 0.20 0.09 0.11 0.01 
All wl~out alta 0.23 O.H) 0.14 0.09 
VARIABLB BO. 23, RATIO OF 
WClmll TO SPACla 
All go .. a 47.'9 44.16 61.73 ,6.}2 
All WQlleD. 48.53 44.31 61.99 5.5.02 
All aeD. 4.5.31 43.28 66.41 62.32 
All with &.lta 49.39 41.11 63.76 4'.11 
All without &.ita 47.59 44.83 68.88 58.03 
VARI.A..BL& 1'0. 24. RATIO OJr 
0'11'8 TO LDEI 
All pfMGnl 0.84 0.17 0.85 0.22 
All W._D. 0.83 0.16 0.86 0.22 
All .. 0.88 0.22 0.79 0.21 
All wl* &.It. 0.90 0.19 0.92 0.27 
All wlthout tmltll 0.82 0.11 0.13 0.20 
VARIABLE BO. 2" INSTANCES OJ' UlDDLII'IIG 
All srG'QII 6.35 '.34 3.20 4.03 All WOlleD. 6.39 '.38 2,87 3.6' 
All _D. 6.20 5.11 4.80 ,.24 
All with &.it-. ,.6, 5.04 ].15 ].51 
All witheui u:nlta 6.56 5.40 3.·21 4.18 
1 
TABLI OF lEANS .ARD STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
OJ' STUDB:lT Olf 
TO lfOD-fAI'.IlJG BDAVIOtJR VARIABLBS 
( Continued) 
VAllI.ABLB NO. 26: I:lS'1'.A:ICBS 
OF CHAlfGBS 1:1 SOBIpt S'rYLE 
All ~ou;p. 
All women 
All .. n 
All w1 ~ lULl t. 
All wi ih..ut lULi te 
VAllIABLE :10. 271 mSTAlfClS 
OP CAPIfALllATIO:l 
All arillQ. 
All w ... n 
All_n 
All wi ~ W11 t. 
All wlthout lULlt. 
V ABIAJ1,B 110. 21 I IRSfAlfClS 
OP stOlfS AJID SYDO:LI 
All ~np. 
All wo_n 
All men 
All w1 th lULl te 
.1.11 w1 thout un1 te 
VAlXAlU.B 110. a9 I mSTANOll. 
OF mITIAL CAPITALS 
All B:Z-GQe 
All women 
All men 
All w1 t.11 un:1 ta 
All w:1thout lUL:1t. 
VATIABL'I JlO. 30: aITAlfC. 
OF I:IDDTING 
All B:z-oQe 
All women 
All_n 
All wlth un1 ta 
All w1 thout lULi t. 
LBCTUU 1 
!Ian S.D, 
1.61 
1.72 
0.27 
0.91 
1.1S 
2.21 
a.20 
2.2, 
2.02 
2.18 
LECTWU£ 2 
.I!I!m S.p, 
TABLI STANDAlID DEVIATlOE'a 
OF' STtmlft SCOUS 
TO NOTB-fAIaNG BBHAVIOUR VARIA'JLES 
( Continue4) 
VABIABLI NO. 31. m81'ARCES 
01' DUMERATIOB 
All groups 
All women 
All men 
All with unlts 
All wi thoui unl t. 
VARIAlILE BO. 321 IBSTANCES 
01' TAllm.ATIOB 
All Il'oupa 
All wOllen 
All men 
All wl th unl t. 
All w1 thout \Ul1 ta 
VARlABXJI BO. 33: RATIO Olf 
Q'fBOD8 0)1 ,1IPBAIII TO LIBEl 
AU group. 
All WO_D 
AllmeD 
All wlth unlts 
All w1 theut un! ta 
VARl.A.lILB BO. 34: RATIO OF 
DflfODS OF EMPHASIS PER 
100 WORDS 
All group. 
All wOllen 
All men 
All wlth =its 
All without units 
All group. 
All WOllen 
All _n 
All with unit. 
A1l w1 thout units 
LEC'fUU 1 
.IIIB .LAs. 
1.16 
1.77 
1.7' 
1.15 
1.76 
0.)8 
0.33 
0.60 
0.40 
0.31 
1.22 
1.20 
1.32 
1.1.3 
1.25 
0.79 
0.79 
0.17 
0.88 
0.76 
0.69 
0.66 
0.80 
0.48 
0.74 
1.26 
1.29 
1.1' 
1.20 
1.28 
o.~ 0., 
0.86 
0.60 
0.40 
1.08 
1.07 
1,15 
0.97 
1.11 
135 
0.59 
0.,8 
0.61 
0.40 
0.6" 
0.86 
0.58 
1.58 
0.73 
0.88 
APPmOlIX , 
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mB QWSTIODA:.tD 
JU.D. 
----------------------
GROUP I _ ....... __ 
Plea.e cirole jAe answer that seems a.at appr.priate 
to' you in each question. 
1. Bave ,ou eYer receIved instruction in not.~taking 
8kill., wh..,ller at pri-t7 Ich..ol, hish •• hool, 
colleg., university or other institution? 
DS BO lIOf SUB 
2. I~ your answer t. ~ueatlon one was lEa, ,lea.e indicat. jAe tne of 1n8t1tution at which you receive4 tAis 
inlltJlUCtlon. 
'rillU,.achool 
In.all aehool 
Oollege 
Ulli,.erait,. 
Other (circle aore tnan ~ if 
·a"licable) 
3. Apin, it YOl4r answer to question one was DS, do you 
t.el tAat 'thia inatnotion haa had aD7 beneficial 
effect on l'OlU' aetAodi of J'1Ote-takingY 
4. 'inalll', if your ann.r to question .ne was ns, waa 
thia 1natruotion ba •• el on the .kill. of taking not •• 
trom: 
(a) textboo" (b) le.iure. (e) both 
,. Do ,.ou oonsider tAat eourses in note-taking skills are 
neee.ur,.. 
(.) at primary Ich.ol (inol. 
inter_ella te) 
(b) at hlsh seho.l 
(0) at feacher.' C.llege 
(4) at UniversIty (if 
applicable) 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
)f0 BOT SUllI 
BO )fOT SURB 
)f0 )fOT SUD 
)f0 )fOT SURI 
6. Do you eon.ider that when you are taking note. you 
have a conaietent note-taking atyl.? (e.g., alway. 
tabulate in eame way) 
(a> rrom textbook. YD 110 1101' SOU 
(b) from lecture. YES 110 1101' BURl 
1 
1. Does lour leeture note-taking .tyle Val'l according to 
the .ub~ect matter involved? 
110 
8. Doe. 10ur lecture note-taking atyle vary accor4i~ to 
the lecturer tnvolve4? 
110 
,. »0 .10U eon.ider lOur leeture n.te-taki~ at71e to b$ 
adequate for your need. in the leeturea on "learni~ 
thia .emeater? 
110 
10. With regard to all the couraea you are current1y 
taking, whether at eolle"o. or univeraity, 40 70U find 
It e •• , to atutJ tor te.ts or examinatiana trom 70ur 
lecture not •• , 
110 
11 • Do you use the ... me .ethod. to • tud7 trom 70ur lecrture 
note. .a IOU 40 from • textbook' 
liS 110 
12. Do you re .. r1'e anT part of lOur lecture note. after 
the lecture? 
13. Do you re-read yO\'U" leet .. e note. atteP a lecture in 
OPder to e.haa1.e or alter head1~.f or to add. 
marlinal aot •• , 
ALWAYS SOOTI_S RAULY 
14. With refezoo.nee to this cour.e onlT, d14 IOU find that 
the .ub~ect matter w •• pH.eated ia a -.=er which 
eaabled you to take .atisfactory lecture aote.' 
8001'108 
XXXVII 
XXXVIII 
XXXIX 
XL 
XLI 
XLII 
XLIII 
APPDDIX G 
fABLES OF IlfT:lRCORRBLATIONS 
All Students, both lectures 
Female Students, both lectures 
lale Students, both lectures 
t Uni..,el'.1 tl't Students, both lectUl"es 
'Non-Uni..,el'.it,.' Students, both lecture. 
All Students, F1l"st Lecture and Q,uestionna1l"e 
All Studenta, Second Lecture and Que.t1onnail'e 
11tD 
UBLI In1lI 
CoalEI,AflOU ~ DN :m:mElf.f VAlU'J.BLES Am> 
f1fM'l-nvE JlCJ9r..fmHI- Y.ARIDL'D 
.. 2 3 
--
5 , ., 8 , 10. 
11 .... 0.1 -.~ -.22 -.13 -,.a' -.1' -.0.7 .... 01;. .0At. -.02 
12 -.00 -.0.4 -.1, -.1, -.27 ..... 22 .... 17 .... 12 -.12 -.01 
13 .... 0.1 .01 -.,01 -.11 -.13 -.06 .... 11 -.0.3 -.".. -.09 
'4 -.o.t -.10 -.2' .... 1 __ -.21 .... 20 -.22 -.12 .0.7 -.0' is .0£ .02 -.20 -.03 .... 21 -.07 .0.3 .... 00 .oc -.0.3 
" 
-.16 .26 .09 .10. .0.5 • ,US -.01 .11 .01 .0-. 
17 .06 .OJ.. -.09 ... .2} -.0.1 .... 1 .... ..... 04 .06 -.02 -.0-. l' -.00 -." -." ..... .00 .03 -.11 .0,5 .00 .28 -.01 
", -.01 -.02 -.Os .01 -.04. -.0.0. .08 .01 .16 .0.,5 ~20 
.... 16 .26 •• .01 • 10 .1' -.02 .03 .... 0 .... -.01 f21 -.11 -.10 -.11 -.,6 -.15 -.1' -.12 .... 01 .0.,5 -.00 
II'- 22 .... 06 ..... 12 "',.22 .... 11 -.20 -.20 -.11 -.0.7 .06 -.0.1 ! 2' -.e, -." .... 11 .01 .Os -.10 .0,5 .... 00 .27 .... 02 
24 .~ .~ .... 00 .1,) .0.7 .12 .20 .11 
.1' .03 ! 2i 
.01 .0£ -.1lt- -.20 .... 2 .... .... 12 .... 06 -.07 .... 01 .00 
126 .... 1' -.12 -.01 .10. -.10 .04 .0; -.03 .23 .08 . 21 -.Os -.05 .... 07 -.13 ..... 1 .... .... 15 ... .01 .00 .0.7 .... 0' 
21 
.1' .... 06 •• .12 .06 .1' .1a .01 .08 .1' 2' -.oa .01 -.,1 .... 1,5 -." -.11 .... 01 -.17 .00 -.12 
.30 -.21 • .30 .... 01 .os -.1,5 .... 09 -.00 -.08 -.12 .... 04 
'" 
-.01 -.02 -.0' .... 2At. -.16 -.09' .04 .08 .20 .09 
32 -.00 .06 .01 .16 .0; .12 .11 .... 16 .... 1' -.0, 
" 
-.11 •• -.1' -.01 .... 2; -.00 .07 .... 06 .1' .001 
JII. -.• .01 -.11 .... 00 .... 21 .oGO -.02 -.15 .00 .... 0 .... 
" 
-.1'1 .os 
-." -.16 .... '2 -.10 -.07 ..... 17 .0,5 -.01 
141 
TABLE :.u:xvn (Ccmtta1led) 
1 2 , It, 5 , 1 I , 10 
.02 .07 -.12 -.0'; -.01 -.0; .10 .0£ .0'; -.02 
12 -.08 .26 ·.05 -.01 .... 05 .... 0£ .... 00 ..... 03 .01 -.GIt, 
" 
..... 00 .17 ..... 02 -.is -.10 .... 03 -.21 .... 26 -.08 .... 14 
14 .0S .... 1) .... 17 -.17 -.21 -.20 -.0, .... OS .06 -.01 
1.5 .10 .08 -.0,5 ,OS .Oft .00 .22 .10 .05 .02 
16 .0, .... 16 .0,2 .Oft. .0'; .fJ7 -.02 -.OS -.06 ..... 01 
11 -.01 ... oS .... 09 -.08 -.14 -.02 .... 05 ..... 0.5 ..... ~ -.07 
,8 .... 00 
-.fiJ7 .... 10 .02 .00 -.06 
.1' .1' .0' .06 
"' 
.fJ7 -.1i .... .0) .0) .... 00 .00 .11 .10 .04 .os 
120 .O£r. ..... 17 .0,5 .O£r. .0) .07 .... 0' .... 07 -.0£ .00 
i" ..... 11 .0, -.09 -.11 -.'4 -.09 -.1, -.05 -.OS -.11 Sa .00 - .. '7 .... 1' .... 1i -.14 ..... 2) -.12 -.0£ ..... 02 -.15 
,: .02 -.08 -.01 .02 -.00 -.04 .1S .18 .04 .Ga 
.14 
-.1' .06 .1J .12 .08 .22 
.1' .08 .11 .p 
la5 .10 .21 .... 18 .... 11 -.1., -.10 .18 -.00 .17 .06 
..::t 
J:~ .... 10 -.07 .... 00 .Of .01 .01 .09 .0, .1e .21 -.01 ... 07 ..... 02 .10 .01 .OJ .01 -.OJ .10 .08 
28 .o, .16 -.0£ .10 -.00 .11 .14 .O£r. -.10 -.0,0 
a, 
-.07 .20 .... 1' .... 01 -.18 -.07 .01 .... 11 .... 09 -.16 
10 "'t.IJ .21 .11 .01 .10 -.OS .aJ .10 .O£r. -.02 
'" 
-.09 .1) -.14- -.01 -.1.) -.09 .... 06 .02 .11 .06 
)2 
-oJiJ .JI .11 .02 .21 .07 
.1' .1' .0; .... 00 
" 
.... 08 .0, 
-.17 -.01 .... 1' ..... 0' .10 -.01 .01 -.04 
. ·.14 .it .... 1J .... 06 -.1) -.Olr •• .... 15 .... 01 -.09 
'" 
-.2' .2.5 .... 2' -.17 .... 28 .... 16 .... 11 -.1, -.0' -.17 
COJtBEUlnONS 'J6 JlDW.,J SfUDm YAR.IA.BIi.Wl 
AU !'BNfY~ N()fB-rmS VAlIA.JI.JlI 
.. 2 J It- , 6 1 8 , 10 
11 -.10 -.10 -(1) .... 04 .... 22 -.04 -.13 -.08 -.01 ....06 
12 -.01 .01 -.12 -.13 -.24 .... 1lt. .... 18 .... 1; .... 16 -.1lt-
" 
.01 .04- .02 -.0,5 .... 08 -.02 .... 00 -.)7 -.12 
14-
-.1' -.06 -.2, .... 0. -.1' -.1; -.26 -.12 .08 -.11 
15 .00 .00 -.15 .01 -.20 -.00 -.04 .00 -.06 -.02 
16 .04 .10 .04 .1' -.04 .20 .... 02 .06 -.0; .0; 
17 .1, .11 -.12 
-.2' .... 0 ... ... US ....00 .a, -.08 -.06 
18 -.07 
-.0' .... tJ .... 02 -.OJ -.16 -.01 -.02 .,0 -.01 
" 
.... 1' 
-.1' .... 02 .06 .... 0' .0, .0'4- .oe .1' .08 
,! 20 
.04- .oe ·.0, .04 .... 0'6 .11 -.0, .... 01 .... 11 -.00 j 21 -.18 .... t, .... 0' -.07 .... 0, -.07 .... 10 -.08 .04- -.0; 
.. 22 -.18 -.06 -.11 -.1lt- -.1) -.17 -.18 -.08 .08 -.10 J 2, -.14 -.11 ... 11 .01 -.00 -.1lt- .00 -.OJ .28 -.01 
-.00 ..... 00 -.02 .12 .02 .10 .12 .16 .10 .11 24 It 
.! 2J .01 .... 0; .... OJ -.10 -.20 .... 02 ... 00 -.0, .02 .OJ 
t ., ... .2. .... 14 
-.OJ .0, .... 1S -.01 .01 -.04- .2; .en 
~ 21 -.12 .02 .... 06 .... 1 .. .... 1.' -.16 .... 00 .0, .06 .... OJ 2' .15 ..... 1lt- •• .16 .oa .21 .21 .10 .06 .11 
., 
.... 27 .01 -.J, •• 10 
-.J' .... 00 .... 11 -.14 .00 -.11 
JO -.i5 
." .ot. .12 -.10 .... 0' -.01 .... 0' 
.... 12 .01 
" 
.1' .... 2.5 -.0; .... 2t ~.1J.. -.a, .a, .a, '.2} .1} 
.J2 .... 11 .00 .02 .17 .0' .11 .02 -.11 -.13 .00 
"' 
-.2' -.02 ... 1J.. .03 .... 22 .Os .06 .00 .17 .11 
}It- .... 1a .OJ .... 1J.. ... 0, -.24- .... 00 .01 -.09 .08 .04-
" 
-.27 -.00 ... 12 -.10 -.26 .... 02 -.00 .... 1' .12 .0, 
YA.BLB xxxnn (Coatinue4) 
1 2: , ~ , 6 7 I , 10 
11 .02 "".Of -.12 -.01 
-.0' -.OS .01 .12 .01 .02 
12 .oa .OJ 
-.1" -.11 -.10 .... 1lt. .02 .08 .02 . .00 
1J .03 .1l .... Of -.2I.t. -.17 -.1lt. -.17 .... 1J 
- .. 08 -.16 ,. 
.... 06 
-.1' -.12 -.1lt- -.11 -.16 -.Olt- -.0.5 .05 .... 08 
1.5 .. 07 -.1.5 -.OJ .01 .0' ..... 00 .16 .23 .08 .1.5 
" 
-.Of -.i8 -.OJ .02 .... 02 .02 .0' .00 -.08 -.os 
11 -.Of .01 .... 07 .... 01 
-.1.' .... 00 .... 06 -.0, -.12 -.07 
18 -.03 ... 0, .... Of .07 -.00 .... Olt- .11 .1J .1J .11 
I 
"' 
.... 06 .... 18 •. 01 .07 .Olt- .0.5 .(n .01 .01 .0.5 ,... 
1 20 -.0& .... 1' .01 .02 ... 01 .Olt- .0, -.03 -.01 -.03 21 .... 0' .0.5 -.14- -.12 -.11 .... 10 .... 11 .... 12 .... 12 -.18 ~ 
22 .... t'I -.'11 -.12 -.18 
-.2' -.11 -.08 
- .. 0' -.0I.t. -.1' J 13 -.01 ...... -.01 .06 .00 -.03 .01 .13 .Olt. .0I.t. 
J Ilt. .00 -.12 .1' .. 1' .. 1' .,It. .16 .1.5 .Of .. " 
'I II .OJ 
.0) ·.OJ -.07 .... 03 -.0' .1' .0, .25 .23 
• 2' -.17 -.1.' •• .10 .Olt. .Olt- .11 -.02 .20 .22 ! 27 .... t', -.00 -.01 -.01 .01 .... OS .10 -.00 .. 12 .08 
18 .12 .,8 ".OJ .15 -.02 .Of .03 .Of .... 08 .14-
2, 
- .. 12 ... 10 .... 12 .00 
-.1' .03 .... 01 -.OJ -.11 .... 0' 
30 .... 07 .0, .0' -.02 .olt. .... 1.5 .. 1' .0' .05 .Olt-
'" 
.01 .11 -.0, .0, -.08 .0, , -.07 .... OJ .. 11 .07 
J2 ..... 00 -... , .01 .05 .17 .01 .20 .01 .00 .0It,. 
'" 
.... 27 -.10 .... 0' .08 •• 02 .11 
.0' .... 0' .0, .06 
.. -.25 .01 -.OJ .01 ..... 05 .07 .... 01 -.17 .I.t.6 .01 
55 -.21 .0' -.18 -.08 -.20 -.02 -.11 .... 25 -.01 .... 11 
1 
11 .... 
12 -.10 
"' 
-.17 
1lt- .11 
15 .14 
16 
-." 
11 -.04-
"' 
.1" 
I "' .1." 20 ·.41 21' .... 10 iii 22 .14 
I I, .16 2lt- .21 2J •• 
"I 2' .'n ~ 21 .07 Ie "i"'.11 I' .2) )0 
-.)8 
)1 .~ 
)2 .11 
II .21 
JIt. .10 
" 
.02 
r.uLI run 
CClUtEL.A!IONS mr.NKII ,IN IALE smDlIft' VAllIABLla 
AND ~-mJ NOD.!A.lalC VARIlJl:.tES 
2 , .. .5 ,; 7 a 
.," •• 4B -.42 ... 45 -.,8 .1lt- .... 10 
.17 .... 30 -.,0 
-." -.2' ... .22 .... 2' 
.1' -.1' .... ]4. .... )2 "i"'.2' -.32 -.10 
·.04 .... J4. -.~ 
-.'7 .... ,1 •• Of; .... 2:, 
.2' -.)2 -.12 -.21 -.1' Jt.1 -.2) 
.'7 .2, -.OJ .42 .01 .04 .40 
.06 .02 -.13 .11 .00 .... 2' -.0, 
.... 20 .1, .1.5 .'7 . .17 .42 .12 
.OJ 
-.1' -.14- -.04 .... OJ .24- .06 
.56 ." .11 .J! .1.5 .OAt. .21 
.06 -.2, .... 46 
.... " .... )4. -.)0 .1' 
-.21 • ..\$) 
-.'2 -.,4. -.2' -.24- .... en 
-.1) .08 .0, .)2 .'10 .,2 .10 
.0.5 .... 01 .10 .18 .08 .,2 .01 
.21 
-." -.71 - .. 44 .... " -.)7 -.1' 
-..24 .28 .S' .16 
-" .1' .... 
"i"'.17 
-.01 .... -.08 .12 -.1' -.36 
.1e .00 -.Olt. ..... 04 .11 -.1, .... OJ 
.06 .... 62 
-.ll 
-." -.56 .12 -.," 
.42 -.)It. .... )2 -.,..1 ..... ,.5 .Of; -.20 
.21 -.tJ .00 .... 1' -.01 .... 11 .to 
.01 .... 11 .00 .01 .0, .51 -.27 
.12 
-." -.42 -.53 .... 51 .21 -.27 
.... ftl .... If -,'11 .... 21t. -.26 .... 11 
-.25 
.02 .... 11 ..... 6It. 
.... ,' .... 1' -.Ji -.21 
, 10 
.27 -.2, 
.... 15 .0.5 
.... 2' .t'S 
-.12 .... 1 .. 
.,.5 
-." 
.') .12 
.'7 .04-
.OJ -.0, 
.,8 
-.21 
.4.7 .11 
.... os .12 
.... 24- .00 
.2' -.08 
.42 
·.'1 
-.JIt., .... It., 
.... Olt. .11 
-.0 .1' 
.2' .2, 
.... 01 
.... '" 
.... 02 .... 1t.7 
.... 0' -.21 
.... O~ 
-,1' 
-.O~ -.11t. 
.... 27 -.}1 
.... .50 -.32 
!AJLl1: DIIX (Coati.aui) 
.. 2 , 4- S , 7 • 
, 10 
11 .~ .IS -.20 ... 20 .... 1. ....1. .27 
-." .J6 ....". 
12 -.!It. .34- .... 0'1 -.18 .... 00 -.08 -.04- -.27 .15 -.10 
" 
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